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SCOPE AND CONTENTS:
To set forth and explain vJbi tehead t s theory of propositions and to ShOH
how this theory is a repudiation of philosophies based upon (i) substance
ontology and (ii) an uncritical use of ordinary language. Chapter I is
intended to supply the philosophic bases necessary for an understanding
of ~~itehead9s theory of propositions. Chapter II is a development of
the doctrine of propositions 1.n. th reference to: ontology, the notions of
truth and falsity, and of error. The theory of relations and its bearing
on the theory of proposi tions is also explained. In conclusion, chapter
III is intended to show how 11bitehead's theory of propositions may be used
to question the legitimacy of an alleged fact-value dichotomy in current
scientific method.
.
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PREFAC E
It is the aim of th e present th esi s to present a commenta ry · on
A. N.

~'lh i t

ehead' s th eory of propositions Hi th special ref erence both

to his critical attitude tOHard the philo sophic use of 110rdina.1'Y language'!, and to his repudiation of the notion of substance (in so far
as that notion is referent to something Hhi ch "requires nothing else
in order to existtl).

Becaus e of th e organic nature of i;!ni tel1ead IS

1-1ri tings , it is not claimed that this tl'ea t ment of proposi tions is in
any Hay exhaustiv e of the topic.

Inde ed , in vie"H of the interconnec-

tedness of every asp ec t of \fuit ehead's writings, the present topic
,wuld of necessity ev entually come to th e surface in a serious discussion of nearly any aspect of his thou ght.

It is hoped , rath er, that

the present '>:1:'i ting '(.;ill shed light on some i mportant aspects of process
philosophy and in particular to show how intimately \fuitehead's philosophic view of language , and his repudiation of the substance ontolo gy
are tied to his th eory of propositions.

Some details and implications

of these ties ,·Iill be develop ed .
It 1·Iill soon be reco gni zed that the theory of propositions arises from the probl em of the relationship holding behJeen form (uhich is
uni vers al and abstract) and actuality, (1.'Thieh is particular and concrete).
This is Pla to's problem of He th exis Hhich, of course, he att empts to
solve by means of his Theory of Forms.

It is this problem, \.;ith all its

historical reformul a tions , that constitutes the backdrop for ','foitebead's
discussion of propositions.

v

The problem may be stated as folloTtJs:

(i)

There are actual

events in the 110rld vJhich 11e experience in their full particularity
and concreteness.

(ii)

Before (logically) these events become actual
l
they must first be possible • (PR 72. 367) The oft-cited "Eu0lidean

Square Circle!! "muld be _an example. and of course by no means the only
example, of such as would not be included in a class of things v.rhich are
possi_~le.

"And for this very reason one i'lould never expect to experience

one in any Hay_

(iii) The class, or configuration, of possibles (Forms

of Definiteness, Eternal Objects, etc.) is somehOt;r !.8\ateq
relative actualized set of events

~.-

at least so far as §Qfrl,e of the ele-

ments of a set of possibles are not TIfer§J.]L possible.
tion?

\'.Jhat is
For

i9. its cOJ:'-

Hbat is tbj.s rela-

?-:t..s. ontological status in tbe vJo:dd7

~fui tebead

tbis many-faceted problem bas never been satisfac-

torily solved and be sees its solution to be of central concern for the
pbilosopher.

Althougb tbe theory of propositions sbould not be thought

of as Hbitebead's entire' attempt at tbe solution of this problem, it remains as one of tbe most fully articulated and possibly the mostpbilosopbically important aspects of tbat solution.
Before a full discussion of the topic can be begun it i.nll be
requisite to devote considerable space to an introductory cbapter in
order to clarify many of Hbitebead's-presuppositions, methods, and aims
as Hell as to outline in brief some of bis categoreal scheme in so far

l\,lhi tehead distinguisbes the use of 'possible' from the use of·
'real possibility' t-Thich latter be usually refers to as 'potentiality'.
'Possible' is then to be understood bere in an uY1:restrictive sense. (PR 336-7)
vi

as 1,re Hill require the use of his terminology as lTe proceed.
This thesis is ivri tten under t.he intentionally imposed limitatio.ll
of Horking almost entirely from

~mi tehead'

s later pl1ilosophical Hr:L tings

because of the ever present possibility of !!constructingH vie1'Js vhich,
on close examination. may prove alien to his intentions.

Though it is

perhaps less to be feared in the present l<Jl'i ting, this possibility is
quite evident in other cases.

For instance, one could construct a theory

in an allegedly Russellian context 1-Jhich might incorporate diverse and
non-coincident doctrines from different phases of Russell's philosophical
development Hhich, though Hell-documented, 1vould falsify the author's
intentions.
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I

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF VJI-IITEHEAD'S THEORY OF PROPOSITIONS
~ec~ion

1.

yeneral

AEpro~~h

Perhaps the ideal introduc tion to a discussion of vJbi tehead' s
Indeed, ~witehead himself has

. thought i·muld be impossible to vlri teo

expressed much concern and dissatisfaction with his own attempts in
Process and Reality.' The ordering or'development of the material, because of the nature of his philosophy, seems not to be linear. Because
2
of the interrelatedness of all the key !Concepts employed it is easy to
feel that some kind of bold and umrarranted postulational method has
fot1~nd

its

.,ray

into \\1hi tehead; s . thsmght.

Such appears to be the case if

one attempts to make a first step into his philosophy in the traditional
1"lay in Hhich one usually starts 1-ri th the "undeniable" and I!self-evident n
deliverances of e}..-perience.

This is the general starting point in the

tradi tion from t<!hich It/hi tehead claims to have· derived the large part of
his immediate impetus -- mainly that period from Descartes to Hume.

In

reading vrnitehead~ s mature metaphysical works (and this is most evident
in Process and Reality) one may have the feeling that al thoughl'lhi tehead
seems obviously to have a definite goal in mind, his exposition leads
one around and about the main ideas.

One feels that he is participating

in an Indian attack on a w'agon train instead of proceeding in a line-

~,rnitehead calls this interrelatedness of fundaInental concepts
their 'coherence' and he uses the term to indicate that It • • • the fundamental ideas. in terms of which the scheme is developed. presuppose each
other so that in isolation they are meaningless. II (PR 5)
1

2

formation in the British tradition. (Perhaps this approach is intended.)
Imitehead seems to have been 'l-Jel1 a>vare of his divergence from the customary procedure as is testified by his remark tbat. tiThe verification
of a rationalistic scheme is to be sougbt in its general success, and
not in the particular certainty. or initial clarity of its first principIes.!!

...

l1}1etapbysical categories are not dO.§,'1TIatic statements of the

obvious; they are ten.tative forulUlations of tbe ultimate generalities. II
CPR 12)

Wi th this in mind He proceed to some more special aspects of

vlhitehead t s thought.
§.£.~tion ~._
~fnitehead'

Ph; losop1:1Y,

s notion of Ivhat philosophy is at once assumes a bigh

degree of importance for us and for our expectations as to ~'Ihat can be
done in a pbilosopllical approach to the topic presently at hand.

The

r

presuppositions of a thinker, \·rllether or not they are consciously reQ

vie1'red. certainly have a telling effect on tbe product of his tbought.

tie must admit wi tb :tlhi tebead tba t

II

A great deal of confused philosophical

thought has its origin in obliviousness to-the fact tllat the relevance
of evidence is dictated by theory.

For you cannot prove (or disprove)

a tbeory by evidence Hbicb that tbeory dismisses as irrelevant. I1 CAl 284-)

In

o~r

present task 1-1e are fortunate in tbat He do not bave to look far

to find bOH \'lhi tehead vie1;oJs philosophy.

F.is vie,'T of philosophy can be

described as modest yet hopeful; modest in the sense that there is a keen
aivareness and recognition of tbe limitati.ons imposed by our being tbe
kind of creature \-n~ are and by our dependence upon language ';oJhich compounds the initial limitations of thought.

Language, an important means

of communication, presupposes thought and adds its Olm kinks to the fabric

3
of thought.

tI • • •

ln the use of language there is a double symboltc refer-

ence: - from things to vlords on the part of the speaker, and from Hords
back to things on the part of the listener.n(S 12)

The point insisted

on is that language is by no means a Viholly, transparent medium through
which thoughts are conveyed.

HOur understanding outruns the ordinary us-

ages of ,-lords. II (fiT 68) 'Hoivever, in spite of Hhi tehead' s avovred modesty,
his belief in tbe need for an adventuresome attitude is never disavo,\·led.
t:Speculative boldness must be balanced by complete humility before logic,
and before fact.

It

i~

a disease of pbilosophy w'hen, it is neither hold

nor humble, but merely the reflection of the temperamental

pre~ppositions

of exceptional personalities.tl(PR 25)
Although Hhitehead spent much of bis life as ,,i mathematician and
physicist he sees philosophy as a very different kind of activity.

He is

profoundly aHare of the important role logico-matbematical tbink:j.ng can
(and should) play. yet he sees the hro disciplines as essentially different.
Unlike other great philosopher-mathematicians of the past, Hhi tehead is
not led to the view that philosophy must pattern ttself after mathematics.
"The primal"1j method of mathematics is deduction; the primary method of
philosophy is descriptive generalization."(PR
~·rnitebead

15-1~)

sees speculative philosophy as,

:1 • • •

the endeavour to

frame a coberent; logical, necessary system of general ideas in terms of
. . Thich every element of our experience can be interpreted. Il (PR 4)
spite of its using the metbods of descriptive and
philosophy is not ,confined to this

imaginat~ve

But in

generalization,

m~thodology •

••• philosophy is (also) the critic of abstractions. Its function is
the double one,.' fir.st of harmonising them by assigning to them their
right. relative statu~ as abst~actions, and ~econdly of completing

4
them by direct comparison 'l-Jith more concrete intui tions 3 of the uni verse,
and thereby promoting the formation of more complete schemes of thought •

...

Philosophy is not one among the sciences luth its oem li ttl,e scheme
of abstractions l-rhich it Horks aHay at perfecting and improving. It is
the survey of tbe sciences, 'l-n. th the special objects of their harmony.
and of their completion. It brings to this task, not only the evidence
9f the, separate sciences, but also its Ol,m appeal to concrete experience.
It confronts the sciences Hi th concrete fact. (St'fvJ 126-7)
••• (It) is the 'Helding of imagination and common sense into a restraint upon specialists. and also into an enlargelllent of their imagi-·
nations. CPR 26)
'Further,
The explanatory purpose of philosophy is often misunderstood. Its
business is to expJ"ain the emergence of the more ,abstract things from
tbe more concl'ete things. It is a complete mistake to ask hOH concrete
particular fact can be built up out of universals. The ans,"'rer is, 1 In
no way.' The true' philosophic question is. HO-VT can concrete fact exhibi t entities abstract from itself and yet participated in by its moffi
nature? (PR 30)
1:J'Clitehead's philosophy has both rational and empirical aspects.
It is rational in its aim a.t being 'coherent' and'logica1V; it is empirical
~Vhitehead is attempt-

in its aim at being 'applicable' and 'adequate'. CPR 5)

ing to get beyond a purely phenomenalistic description of experience to a
;realisti,£ account of the objects of immediate experience by means of imaginati ve generalizations tOimrd objects of mediate experience Hhich must
be presupposed by such a realistic interpretation.

Furthermore, he claims

that those sensations I'Tbicb He have that are severally nclear l1 and Hdistinct n
are by no means the primitive elements o:f experience.

They are, rather,

elements in complex and relatively high levels of aiiTareness Hhere highly
developed and specialized organs of. perception are involved. (AI 289)
really primitive

in A.

':s:.

eh~eriences

The

are not readily available for observation.

3There is a good discussion of \'Tni tebead' s use of the term 'intuition'
Johnson! s 1"n1i tehead' s Theory of R,eClli tv (pp. 9-11).

5
They underl;i.e and are presupposed by consciousness (much the same as are
Leibniz t S petites ReF.centions).

It is interesting also to note l>]'ni tehead f s

vie,(>l tOHard the interpretation of data.

lilt is the accepted doctrine in

physical science that a living body is to be interpreted according to
what is
a.:>..'"iOlJ1;

kno~m

of other sections of the physical universe.

but it is double' edged.

For it carries

~d th

This is a sound

it the converse deduc-

'·tion that other sections of the universe are to be interpret.ed in accordance Hi th Hhat i-:Te know' of the human body> (PR 181-2)
A critical question nOH seems to be, hOrT does I-Jbi tehead propose
to do philosophy as he sees it?
Section 3. Neth.o.d.
It is evident that "\mi tehead 1 s concept of Hhat philosophy is has
~a;considerable

effect on his method of doing philosophy.

His vivid aware=

'--hess of the importance of theory (as mentioned above) leads him to say
that, I1Philosophic discussion in the absence of theory has no criterion
of the validity of evidence.il(AI 284)

Whitehead's aim is to ground his

philosophical claims in the totality of our experience 4 and to develop a

4U1n order to discover some of the major categories under 1'1hich
1'1e can classify the infinitely various components of experience, I'le
must appeal to evidence relating to ever] variety of occasion. Nothin~ ~an be omitted, experience drunk and experience sober, e~~er
ience sleeping and experience "(vaking, experience dro"rsy and eJ-..'-perience
wide-awake, experience self-conscious and experience self-forgetful,
experience intellectual and experience physical, eXperience religiou.s
and experience sceptical, e)~etience anxious and experience care-free,
experience anticipato17 and experience retrospective, e:~erience happy and experience grieving, experience dominated by emotion and experience under self-restraint, eJ-..'-perience in the light and experience
in the dark, experience normal and experience abnormal.ll(ll 291)

6
theoretic

~cheme

in terms of vJhich every element of that exp81'ience can

be interpr?ted.(PR 4)

It is important to no~e tv-hat this implies.

~d'hite-

head is consciously avoiding the error of depending on either a trpurely
empirical!! basis for his scheme or on a

tl

pur ely l'ational ll one.

Because

he believes that our experience of the '\-rorld is intelligibly relational

-

.

in character he insists-on tbe inclusion of both emoirical and rational
factors in the framing of his method.
him

1I • • •

Indeed, he reports that Dewey asked

to decide betHeen the genetic-functional interpretation of first

principles and the mathematical-formal interpl'etation. H

It is evident

how- tbe illicit empirical-rational dichotomy '\.rould immediately b:i,.as the
issue the moment Hbitehead should opt for either one over the other.
'HhiteheacPs attitude is reflected in his ans't-rer to De:Hey that: nOur present problem is the fusion of the tHO interpretations.

The historic pro-

cess of the vTorld, Hhich requires the genetic-functional interpretation,
aJ-so. requires for its Uliderstanding some insight into those ul til11ate principles of. existence 'I'Thich express the necessary connections "Ii thtn the flux. n

(sp 132)
\,lhi tehead recognizes that a person doesn't simply have experiences
devoid of subjective colorings --

~bat

dent on previous experiences and so on.

one's experiences are partly depenTbis 'subjective form' (as i-foite-

head calls it) is partly derivative from previous feelings ".Thich.are inberi ted.

Along

,u th

this inheritance comes the form the feelings assumed

in the constitution of the previous past self.

All this is experience of

concrete entities as opposed to the more abstract elements of. experience.
The frame of ideas in terms of .,ihich or through '!'Thich one comes
. to grips ui th experience is of this more abstract nature.

It employs

7
general and universal notions some of i'Thich are derived rather directly
from e.xperience by descriptive generalization.

Others are arrived at by

a more circuitous method of imaginative gE3neralization. (It is to be noted.
and it i-Jill be brought out more clearly later. that even this latter has
its roots in concrete experience.)
Admittedly there are difficulties to be faced in the framing of
these general ideas.

It is supposed by I,rni tehead that in order to frame

-

such a scheme in the first place. one i'JQuld have to have an idea of what
such a scheme

~jQuld

be like and 'L'lhat it could do.

As stated above, \'lhite-

bead sees the ideal as a coherent. logical, necessary interpretation of
every element of our experience that is at once applicable and' adequate.
CPR 4)

The question n01-J arises: what i'Jould such a scheme include as basic

presupposi tions?

wnat ••• Tlgeneric notions (are) inevitably presupposed

in our reflective consciousness - presupposed, but rarely

~xpressed

in

explicit distinct-ion?" CPR 27)
Whitehead's anSHer to this question is his 'categoreal scheme'.
It is not the aim of the present thesis to discuss Hhitehead's philosophy in full t so this treatment of his categoreal notions Ifill be somel-rhat incomplete and rather tailored. to suit the topic of propositions
and certain related areas. 5 The next section deals I,Jith the material
we

~ull

need to consider for our special purposes.
It may occur to the reader that an attempt at a formulation of

this categoreal scheme does not suggest an altogether clear or obvious

" 5Aqmi ttedly. the limiting of tbe discussion of categories to
I'That seems to be of special concern in this thesis is someHhat of a
risk, but it is hoped that the discussion 1'Jill not suffer unduly because of it.

8

line of development.

At least it is not clear as to ,;·rbat lull be needed.

Suffice it to say, that Process .end B.,eality' endeavours. "to compress
material derived from years of meditation.n(PR x)

.

.

And so far as his ul-

timate principles are concerned, nThe sole appeal is to intuition. I1 (PR 32)
Cate;;roreal
•
rl
. . Notions
. ._
The follm.r.i..ng discL1.ssion is intended to lay some of the needed
foundation for the later development of the theory of propositions.

The

relations beti'leen the notions to be eJl.l)lained are not immediately apparent
and are only cursorily noted •. It is. hoped that their relationships to one
another \·r.i..ll be more clearly brought out as we proceed.

Even the mean-

ings of the individual notions cannot be as fully articulated as one Hill
find them in

Er9~~ps

apE.

~~litl,

because by their relational and mutually

requisite natures, the meanings only become fylly apparent as they are used
(and the more.they are used the better).

It is unfortunate that this is

the case but no immediate solution to the problem seems apparent.
rlfl.ctual entities ••• are the final real things of "Thich the
is made up.

~'Jorld

There is no going behind actual entities to find anything

more real. II CPR 27-8)

I'le are told that if an entity is actual then that

entity has significance for itself - self-enjoyment.
ine' and subjective immediacy.

This involves 'feel-

Every actual entity has both a subjective

and a sUDerjective nature.· The first refers to its being an experient
subject; the latter refers to its being a potential object
subject.

~ ~~

experient

The actual entity, in becoming. Hhile at the same time 'enjoying'

its own subjective immediacy, provides itself as a datum for future becomings.

This is its superjective function ..

n . . . it

belongs to the nature

9

of a 'being' that it is a potential for every 'becoming'.
'principle of relativity,.rr(PR 33)

This

~s

the

Every actual entity is bipolar in that

it has a physical pole and a conceptual pole.

The conceptual pole arises

from the pbysical pole and in so arising consti tutesconceptual valuation."
valuation up or valuation dotm.
hension'.

The function of the poles is called 'pre-

JU1d it does not in either case necessarily involve consciousness.

Consciousness is rather a product of higher level integrations of physical
and conceptual feelings.
Prehensions are "concrete facts of relatedness!! and can be discriminated according to i,rhether they are negative or positive (in the
6
latter case they are termed 'fee11ngs1)
and according to 'iThether they
3

are physiCc.U

01'

conceptual.·(PR 35)

A physical prehension is def:i..ned as

the prehension of another actu.al entity and a conceptual prehension is
defined as the prehension of an eternal object.
,;

',;

Eternal objects 'are alternatively called 'Forms of Definiteness',
'Pure Potentials for the Specific Determination of Fact', or 'the carriers
of potentiality into realization'.

Each has an individual

~~d

a relation-

al eS$ence. - the latter describes hOvi the particular eternal object stands
in relation: to all other eternal objects.
pect of eternal objects,

n ••• it

Because of this relational as-

is presupposed that no entity can be con-

ceived in complete abstraction from the system of the universe, and that
it is the business of. the speculative philosopher to exhibit this truth,1f
(PR 5)

Eternal objects are 1mi tehead f s attempt to circumvent some of the

difficul ties associated ,·d th the traditional terminology such as Plato f s
6See (PR 268) for ~'ibi tehead f s reason for attributing 'feelings'
to the ';7bole of the actual -vrorld. .

10
"Formsl! and the medieval lIUni versals;v •

Though tbe name refers to the same

kind of entity, its systematic meaning, as \,Toi tehead develops it, is some~'Jbat

different from the traditional meanings.

but non-actual, i. e.

t

non-concrete.

Eternal objects are real,

Hben an eternal object is responsible

for a particular form of definiteness in a pa2'ticular becoming actual entity, it is said to have

ingr~ssed.

If the eternal object is derived

from the detenuinate nature of a previous actual entity via physical prehensions (pbysical feeling), then tl1at past actual entity is objectified
for the later one which feels it.

It is termed a datum or an object.• but

in either case, the process of objectification has taken place.

This

notion of objectification introduces' a distinction bett-Jeen hro species
of eternal objects; they may be of either an objective or of a subjective
species according to whether they function as determinative of the definiteness of an objectified nexus,;;·rbich is th'e datum of a feeling,or of
the

~ubjective

fo..rm of the feeling itself.

It is a distinction qehfeen

publicity and privacy.(PR 445)
t

Concrescence' and ~creaJ;~vi t:t are related notions which presuppose

the notion of 'tor;etherness' ifbich in turn l, "presupposes the notions 'crea-

tivity1~ 'many't 'one', 'identitY't and "diversity' •••• 'Together' is a
generic term covering the various special ways in I:lhich various sorts of
entities are 'together' in an actual occasion • ••• The 'production of
novel togetherness' is the ultimate notion embodied in the tenn
crescence'~"(PR

~con

32)

"'Creativity' is the universal of universals characterizing ulti---

7This is not logical circularity but rather mutual dependence.

11

mate matter of fact. It is tbe ultimate principle by b,rbich tbe many, Hhich
are the universe disjunctively, become tbe one actual occasion, which is
the universe conjunctively.

It lies ,in the nature of tbings tbat the many

enter into complex unity. il (PR 31)

The import of tbis is that in e'acb be-

coming actual entity the superjective universe. as objectified, i.e., as
datum, from

~

particular pers.pective is partially constitutive of (makes

a difference to, is internally related to) this particular becoming entity.
This constituting process, requiring tbe objectified universe, does not
however,

ful;t~L

oonsti tute the actual entity in question.

valuation - valuation up or valuation dovm.

It adds its mill

There may also be reversion

or transmutation (both to be discussed later).

And in the extreme case

of aversion (valuation dovm) there may be complete elimination from feeling, i.e., negative prehension.

In short, the actual entity

r!t.act.~~.,

It

bas its inception in the coming togetber of 'feelings projected from the
superjective natures of '.perisbed tactual entities of tbe pastj but tbis
is not the 1-7bole story.

In tbe later stages of tbe concrescence the actual

entity 'completes' itself by itself.

It isnet merely a Gollection but,

ratber, a novel entity vdtb a neH individuality embodying a'neH'satisfaction'.
I1Tbe many become one and ,are increased by one. H (PR32)

And ••• "bovl an actual

entity becomes constitutes I'Tbat tbat actual entity is ••••. Its 'being is
constituted by its 'becoming'.

Tbis is the ?principle of processt>(PR

34-5)

In all discussion concerning Hhitehead's,categoreal notions it is
essential to bear in mind bis constant 2.'I-Jareness of tbe possibility of
mistaking tbe abstract for the concrete. (be calls it tbe 'Fallacy of
Misplaced Concreteness'.)

It is largely in reaction to the historical

tendency of philosophers to fall into this fallacy that he has

v~itten

12

Process §!.D£ Reality.

vfoi tehead has often been accused of reverting to

ontologising in the face of epistemological difficulties.

This is a very

important accusation for his philosophy must be understood in clear viel{
of his 'ontological principle' and the fallacies Hhich he claims tofolloH
its neglect.

The principle states that

reasons; so that to search for a

H •••

entities are the only

is to search for one or more actual

~~

entities,"(PR 37) or alternatively,

a~tual

1I • • •

that every decision is r\3ferable

to one or more actual entities, because in separation from actual entities
'there is nothing, merely non-entity - 'The rest is silence,.nCPR 68)
H01,rever, liThe scope of the ontological principle is not exhausted by the
corollary that 'decision' must be referable to an actual entity.
thing must be

somel~here;

Every-

and here 'so.mey/here' means 'some actual entityf.n

CPR 73) .
Pe.rc€ntion,8 is analysed into two types vrhich, thougb not absolu tely distinguishable from. one another, illustrate relatively important divergences.

These are called perception in the mode of

and perception in the mode of presentatioll"ll immediacy.

~sal

efficac.Y,·

Though a full

and adequate discussion v.TOuld occupy much space and cannot be elaborated
here, let the follo'tTing serve as points of contrast bet-..reen the hro modes:
Causal efficacy is most immediately referent to physical nrehension and
only in this mode is the discrimination of 'before' and 'after' explicable.
Spatiality, hOI-rever, is only dimly perceived in' this mode.
modes causal efficacy is the more primitive.

Of the t"'JQ

Presentational immediacy

8strictly speaking, the developed account of perception goes beyond the description of categoreal notions per~. Categories are universal and nertain to entities on all
- levels.

.

'-~'

". ,"

"'T" . - ._---,
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~ection

5. 'LanKuage

Finally, before proceeding, to the main subject of, the thesis, it
is important to mention vlhi teheac1 t s philosophy of language.

It may be the

case that ho,\.; a philosopher vim'Js language largely determines hOliT' he frames
his philosophy, or conversely that his philosophical thinking to a large
extent affects his vieN-of language.
be forgotten.
case.

Perhaps neither possibility should

In Hhitehead's instance this seems particularly to be the

His associations Hi th Russell, who admittedly vJ'as strongly influenced

by G._E. Hoore, probably had some influence on his philosophic thinking
and

certai~~y

his formal mathematical and logical studies have had a great

influence in his systematic development.

His constant references to the

necessity of recognizing the place of logic attest to, this fact.

IISpecu-

lative boldness must be balanced by complete humility before logic, and
before fact.n(PR 25)
The relationship betHeen philosophy and language, as

~'lhi tehead

sees them, is one of the unavoidable difficulties He must face.

Since

philosophy is so concerned with the explanation of experience and since
lILanguage is one of the great storehouses of human experience!!, philosophers must of necessity bave recourse to language in order to profit from
the past to any appreciable degree beyond mere memory. (PR 7)

But, 'at the

same time, '\-Je are warned by Hhitehead that, flIt is misleading to study
the history of ideas Hithout constant remembrance of the struggle of
novel thought 1,rith the obtuseness of language. 17 (AI 153)

The point being

insisted upon by Hhitebead is that our experiences are far richer in content than is our capacity for expressing that content in language.

Hore

specifically, Hhitehead claims that every proposition bas a richness of

-- -"---,--

--'----15

det~l tha~

cannot be rendered by linguistic expression.

In discussing

the ontological status of propositions, this thesis attempts to elaborate
more fully. the implication here made that there is a fundamental distinction bet-';-Jeen propositions and verbal
though language is referent to

expre~sions

e~oerience,

21. propositions.

Hence,

and in so being adds to exper-

ience, it is not coextensive w.Lth that experience to lrhich it is an actual
reference.

And the reason is not confined to the trivial one that language

'cannot be self-referent.

In a statement l,,;rhich is admittedly not self-jus-

tifying, but -r;.".hich is strongly buttressed by the vlho1e of
~ihitehead

Pro~

en9.

Reality,

makes this point clear.

It is merely credulous to accept verbal phrases as adequate
statements of propositions. The distinction beti-;een verbal phl'ases
al'1d complete propositions is one of the reasons Hhy the logicians'
!igid alternative ~true or false' is SO largely irrelev~1t for the
pursuit of know1edge.(PR 17)
fTLanguage almost exclusively refers. to (perception in the mode of)
presentational immediacy as interpreted by symbolic reference.li(PR 263)
Those aspects of our

~

experience which include perception in the mode

of causal efficacy are conspicuously absent from linguistic expression.
This not to say that He never so refer but that, as a matter of fact, 'tve
seldom do •.. This tendency is even more pronounced in certain philosophical
circles 1fThich have been strongly influenced by Hume's atomistic doctrine
of external relatedness.

There seems al't.;ays to be the fear that one vIi1l

assert some Ilphilosophically unjustifiable" doctrine or relatedness.
Another aspect of language ,-,hich must be taken into consideration
is what Ifni tehead calls its 'ellipticity'.

Language cannot be understood

apart from the fact that its meaning alHays depends, in part, upon the
particular circumstances of its use.

~'lhi tehead

cites an example:

II • • •

the

word 'Caesar' may mean a puppy dog. or a negro slave, or the first Roman
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Eraperor. H CPR 397)
One of the main problems of philosopby, t'lhi tehead tells us, is the
tad t acceptance of COm,l;]On modes of speech. (The appeal to ordinary language)

Incidentally J the most common criticism levelle'd at .'I'llii tebead 'is'

concern for his llunCO;ilrilOl1 divergence!! from accepted linguistic usage.
Hhitehead is Hell m-:rare·-of the difficulty and he even criticises the in-"
eptness of his oml attempts to meet it; but, at the same time, he refuses
to deny the necessity of trying.

He discusses the

pr~blem

briefly in

Tbere is an insistent presupposition continually sterilizing
philosophic thougl1t. It is the belief, the very natural belief,
that mankind has conscious:J-y entertained all the fundamental ideas
which are applicable to its experience. Fu.rther it is held that
human language, in single Hords or in phrases, explicitly expresse~
these ideas. I Hill term this pre~upposition, The Fallacy of the
Perfect Dictionary.

...

The Fallacy of the 'Perfect Dictionary divides pl1ilosophers into
t1';o schools, namely, the f Cri tical School t Hl1ich repudiates speculative philosophy. anq the ~peculati ve School' Hhich includes it. The
cri tical scl1oo1 confines itself tQ verbal analysis ,,11. thin the limits
of the dictionary. The' specnlati ve school appeals to direct insigl1t,
and endeavours to indicate its neanings by further appeal to situations
vrhich promote such insights. It then enlarges the dictionary. The
di vergence bet'\·reen the schools is the quarrel bet\.reen safety and adventure. (235-6)
T~lbi tehead'

s i'Ihole notion of the philosophic venture precludes the

enjoyment of tllis kind of 'Safety".

!!'l'he very purpose, of philosophy is to

delve beloH the apparent clarity of cmm:lOn speech.

In this connection it'

is only necessary to refer to Socrates.!I(AI 285)
~'le

have sketched a small picture of Hhat l'fni tehead thinks of lan-

guage in its relation to speculative philosophy.
~lnitebead,

It remains to· see vrhat

as a philosopher, proposes from the standpoint from ~'Thich he

vieHS the problet:1.

It certainly

see~ns

as tbougb sor:rething must be done
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if philosophy is to have any chance of escaping the preconceptions tradi tionally associated I·ri. tb common usages.

IlCommon usage!! here refers

equally to common philosophical terminology (even though it may in ·i tself be of a technical nature) ~s well as to the more ordinary non- tech,..
nical modes of speech.
hlhitehead's philosophy I!redesigns language in the same Hay that, .
in a physical science, pre-existing appliances are redesigned.

It is ex-

. actly at this point that the appeal to the facts is a difficult operation •
. This appeal is not solely to the expression of the facts in current verbal
statements.

The adequacy of such sentences is the main question at issue.1!

(PR 16)
In response to the n01-7 obvious need to alter existing modes of
expression in order to perform tasl<s genex'ated· by the special requirements
of his philo_sophic thought, vfni tehead proposes and executes at least ti'iO
distinct types of change: (i)

the coining of nevT Hords, and (ii) the ex-

tension of the meanings of current !wrds to a level of [,;enerali ty con80nant 1-U th their capacity for variable application.
An example of the former v:rDuld be his notion of 'concrescence'.

His practice of coining neH words for nel-! and/or technical concepts has
a lonE history and seems not to need much explicit justification, but the
latter of the above-mentioned practices is often vieHed with disdain since
it often imposes strange connotations (and thereby meanings) on pre-existing uses of terms.
lihitehead's position on this matter parallels his choice of adventure in the place of security; of being a speculative thinker rather
than a Tlcritical ll philosopher.
the follolunc:

His vieviS are presented quite clearly in
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I

'.

I

In framing a philosophic scheme, each metaphysical notion should
be given the i-Jidest extension of ~.Jhich it seems capable. It is only
in this \·ray that the true adjustment of ideas can be explored. Nore
important even than Occham's doctrine of parsimony.- if it be not
another aspect of the same - is this doctrine that the scope of a
metaphysical principle should not be limited othen~~se than by the
necessity of its meaning. CAl 304-5)
And,
There is no justification for checking generalization at any particular stage. Each phase of generalization exhibits its o~m pa~ticu1ar simplicities I,rhich stand out at just that stage, and at no other
stage. There are simplicities connected ~Ji th the motion of a bar of
steel v~hich are obscured if 'He refuse to abstract from the :).ndividual
molecules; and there are certain simplicities concerning the behaviour
of men t.Jhich are obscured if t,;e refuse to abstract from the individual
peculiari ties of particular specimens. In the same 1,-my, there are certain truths, about the actual things in the common l'1lorld of activity,
't-lhich l,rl.ll be obscured Hhen attention is confined to some particular
detailed mode of consideri,ng them. These general 'truths, involved in
the meaning of every particular notion respecting the actions of things,
are the subject matter for speculative philosophy. CPR 25)
Perbaps

~fui tehead'

s use of tbe 'tvords 'feeling' or 'conceptual' are

good examples of such extensions of meaning.
taken to apply to every elemE?nt, of reality.

In both cases the terms are
Every element of reality,' is

a "drop of experience Tl and as such it has 'feelings'.
feeling there arises a conceptual feeling.

From every physical

Ho'\V', immediately with this in-

traduction of a' special usage of a term there is at the same time the da.'1gel' of a strong inertial tendency to interpret the term in the previous
more familiar way and/or to evaluate its usage accorqing to criteria essentially associated Hi th it in the previous frame'\vork of thought.

Possi-

bly the previous schema retains its original use or validity only under
a nel'; qualification; that qualification including, among other things.
that the previous usage does not exhaust, the valid extension of the meaning of the term.
Again, Hhitehead's uncommon aHareness of the problem can hardly
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be

matched~

The technical language of pbilosophy represents attempts of various schools of thought to obtain .explici t expression of general ideas
presupposed by the facts of experience. It follo"l·'s that any novelty
in metaphysical doctrines exhibits some measure of disagreement with
statements of the facts to be found in current philosophical literature. The extent of disagreement measures the extent of metaphysical
divergence. It is, therefore. no valid criticism on one metaphysical
school to point out that its doctrines do not follow from the verbal
expression of the facts accepted by another school. The i1hole contention is tbat the doctrines in question supply a closer approach
to fully e}..'Pressed propositions. CPR 18)

.

II
THE THEORY OF PROPOSITIONS
Section 1.

Their_Ont.ological Statcg;
~Ji th

In the discussion follo\·nng, the major concern is
It is the aim of this section to take seriously
that,

!l • • •

s statement

all difficulties as to first principles are camouflaged meta-

physical difficulties.

Thus al'so (epistemological difficulties are) only

solvable by an appeal to ontology :'(PR 288)
~

'[,~'hl tehead'

ontology.

It is presupposed that there

difficulties associated "lith the .topic of propositions that are of

an epistemic nature.

Thus the follo1'dng discussion of propositions, 1-lill

trace the genetic development along s1J:ccessivE! pbases of integration ?f
the various aspects of any, particular proposition.
si tion is taken

-C'O

more complex types.
head's

t

The singular

propo~

be the fundamental type from 1-Jhich arise all other
Throughout the' discussion it is intended that TrJhi te-

ontological principle f be the criterion by

element or phase is justified.

~'rhich

every additional

The ontological principle states that:

Everything must be somei'lhere and that' somel'There' is al,-Jays referent to
an actual entity.
verse.

Actual entities are the only actual places in the uni-

11oreover, 'everything' "muld include

t

Forms' or 'Eternal Objects'.

'meanings', and 'propositions'.
It must first be noted that, for

~\lhi tehead,

'propositions f , in

the correct understanding of tbe term, are ah.;ays 'hybrid 1 entities.
'hybrid' it is meant that tbey are ontologically hybrid.
20

They are not

By

21

1?.9.ih

fully concrete nor are they fully abstract; they are
abstract. 9

concrete and

They are constituted by both physical feelings (feelings of

other actual entities), and conceptual feelings (feelings of eternal objects) in contrast.

It is a unity under contrast.

The unity derives from

the subjective unity of tbe prehending actual entity.

The contrast ob-

tains from the differenc-e bet'({een the physical and conceptual aspects.
As just mentioned,

n

According to the ontological principle. every

proposi tion must be sornel-rhere.
those actual occasions

~'lhose

of the proposition.n(PR 283)
tity is the nexus of
actual entity.

actua~

The 'locus' of a proposi tion

con~ists

of

actual i-rorlds include the logical subjects
The tactual \-rorld' of a becoming actual en~
entities in the universe correlate to that

The relations bet-Heen it and members of its actual 1vorld

are 'internal to it and external to all actual entities in its actual "t-TOrld.
(Relations Hill be the subject for later discussion.)
ground is covered wi t.h sno1-tt t is a statement

21.

For example, liThe

a proposition referent to

a logical subject (the grour:-d) in BY. actual world' (I feel it).

On the

otber hand hOI-;ever, liMy son bas measles", is not even a proposition in the
correct use of the wo·rd.

It is rather, a statement referent to a 12ure.

120ssibility uhich happens not to obtain in fact.

Because presently I have

no son 1, there is no such logical subject in my actual 1tTorld.
requirements for propositions has not been met.

One of the .

It is important also to

note that the logical subjects must ~{ays be either actual entities or
nexUs of actual

entities~

It is for. this reason that 1vnitebead says tbat

9This use of ~abstract' is not to be cons~rued as a pre~icate of
conceptual feelings, but rather, it refers to the data for conceptual
feelings - eternal objects.

2l-a
SUCCESSIVE PHASES OF DEVELOPl'lENT OF A PROPOSITIONAL FEELING

/

imaginative
(S) reverted
feelings
'conceptual
feeling
originati ve pbase,
/
general predicative
(~) conceptual
pattern
~predicative
feeling . /
feeling

C{lJ) pbysical

/.

recognition

Logical subject~(<<) indicative'
feeling .

~

pr.opositional feelings
(may be of ti-m types;(~)=(~) or (~f($).
conformal pbase _ _~_"'-'.t
percepti ve «----!
feelings

----------------------------------------_._------------------------------THE RELATIONSHIP BET\'lEEN PROPOSITIONAL AND INTELLECTUAL FEELINGS

pure
instinctive
intuitiof ~
I
,I

es-form
intui tive

I

suspense-form
crimaginati ve
:-""CONSCIOUSNESS (intellectual
. feelings)
r perceptive

direct authentic

Com
conscious perceptions
(derivative judglnents --PR 292)

indirect authentic

uncm tbentic
phvsical nurooses __ _
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propositions are alHays either true or false.

There is not the third pos-

~

sibili ty of the

'~?I~

truth-value one often finds in three-valued logics.

Indeed, 1'1 il cannot qualify a

I

proposi tiOD 7' in Hhi tehead 's use of the term i

it rather refers to the statement of a 'pure possibility'.

Given the logi-

cal subject as actual, the predicate (predicative pattern) either fits or
it doesntt.

Judgment may be suspended, but the proposition is either true

or false.
Propositions have their origination in.PGysical feeling (feeling
of another actual entity or

neA~.S

of actual entities).

ing in a proposi tioD is of a concrete entity.

This phase of feel-

The ,actual entity, or nexus

of actual entities, physically.felt as objectified in'the datum is the
logical subject of the proposition.

This primary feeling of the logical

subject is called the 'indicative feeling' (0( in the diagram).

This indic-

ati ve feeling gives rise to another physical feeling akin to it iihich.
vJhitebead calls the 'physical.re·cognition' or 'physical recollection'
(p. in the diagram).

Here cert?,.ip eternal objects determinative of the

definiteness of the datum are singled out.

The indicative feeling is a

bare l1i t n lacking individual character of its 01·m, but the physical recognition assumes an

ind~vidual

character, (by selection of certain eternal

objects) uhich is partly determi.l)ed by the subjective form of the actual
entity feeling it.

Subjective criteria of relevance are here operative.

These phases of physical feeling in the origination of a proposi;.

tion are alternatively referred to as': the 'primary'. 'receptive', or
'conformal' :phases.

The actual entity feeling the proposition cannot

change ,-mat it feels physically; it can only influence hO\f it feels it.
The question of I-That is felt is decided gnl..x on the basis of compatibility

"
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and incompatibility and not by active choice.
felt. (PR iX t 41, 335, 353)

All that

~

be felt is

The relevanc'?. of those feelings once felt is

another matter a.,.'1d must in part aHai t subjective valuation.

An instance
~_

of incompatible physical feelings might be shoiID Hhere one places

hand

on the center of one side of a door in order to feel its surface texture.
In this case, because of physical incorapatibili ties, one cannot, with the
same hand at the same time, prehend the .surface texture on the reverse
side of the door.

It is true tqat he would be feeling ever'y bit of the

'door but some parts under different aspects of objectification.

For this

reason, though the texture on the reverse side is not immediat.ely felt,
the v.Thole
- - door -is felt (some parts mediately).

That '\orhich is not immed-

iately felt is responsible for the door's solidity, resonance (i-Jhen struck),
etc.
These conformal (physical) feelings are very important in Hhitebead's philosophy for they transmit information, emotional tone. valuation,
etc. via their vector character from the past through the present into
the future.

As '(,1ith Descartes' ball of 1-1aX,

~-Jbere

the beat from his hand

caused the i-lax to soften, the vector transmission of energy involved is
bere interpreted as an example

~f

physical feelings of tbe ,conformal type.

In this primitive example He find negligible transmission of emotional
tone or valuation, but rather, the Hax conforms to tbe temperature, and
eventUally to tbe form, of his hand.
In the case of proposi tions-1·re find that confor:mal feelings are
fast folloi-red by conceptual feelings (K in the diagram) arising from themj
in this case from the physical recognition.
'hybrid' feeling.

Ive are nOH faced

~n th

a

It has both physical and conceptual elements comprising

24

its unity.

Its unity obtains from the unity of the experience of its pre-

bending subject.

In' hybrid' feelings there are h;ro 1'JayS in v1hich suc-

cessive phases of development can occur: (i) a
suIt. or (ii) a proposition may arise.

~physical

purpose' may re-

In the former case, the conceptual

feeling of an eternal object, arising from the prior physical prehension,
may lose its element of universality.
potentiality,

undetel~1ined

indetermination, i.e., its

11 • • •

The eternal object as a mere

as to its physical realization, may lose its
univ~rsality,

by integration ivith itself as an

element in the realized definiteness of the physical datum of the physical
prebension. lI
keeping I,lith

In this case there is valuation up or valuation dOim, or in
~'JbiteheadVs

terms, 'adversion' or'aversion' 'tvith respect to

. the particular eternal objects realized as determinate, of the defiluteness
of the physical datum. CPR 280)
In the second case the conceptual feeling does ngt
tinctively 'potential t character.

los~

its dis-

It is no longer a 'pure possibility'

lvith reference to 'any' logical subjects, rather, it is a possibility for
realization (I'Thich mayor may not already be realized).
unitary

cbara~ter

Because of tbe

of the hybrid feeling it is referent to 'just those'

logical subjects felt in the confonnal phase.(PR 398-9)
In the derivation of the,conceptual feeling from the physical recop"nitionthere is the possibility
of the'entertainment of certain eternal
o
,
objects partially diverse from the

etern8~

objects determinative of the

defini teness of the logical subjects (S in the diagram).

This is possible

through conceptual reversion where, because of the relational essences of
tbB eternal objects formative of the physical recognition, there is a ready
transfer from them to the prehension (feeling) of related but novel eternal
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objects in the conceptual phase.
found in Hume's

Treatis~

previous impressions.
Hume.

10

A classic example of this is to be

where be discusses the derivation of ideas from

One exception to the general rule is mentioned by

It is the example of the "missing shade of blue!!.

the example, Hume allol'ls

~hat

it is

poss~

According to

to have an idea 'l<Tithout its

previous impression usually necessary for the idea to be perceived.
may happen in the case wbere

,<Ie

are hypothetically told that a person has

had impressions of every shade of blue
'1-Jhich he has never experienced.

~xcept

for one particular sbade

Hume alloHs the possibility of forming

an idea of that shade without its antecedent impression.
counter to his general

princip~e

This

that all ideas must

b~

This example is
derived from ante-

cedent impressions, so this example is dismissed as merely an extraordinary
occurrence not vJOrthy of serious consideration.
reverse is tbe case.

For "lmi tehead quite the

The possibility of such a phenomenon depends on the

above-mentioned 'conceptual reversion' Hhich is centrally important,for
it makes possible real novelty (apart from novel combinations)· and in
large part is responsible for individual freedom.

It is because of the

possibility of reversion tbat one is not completely tied to the past or
to certain illuminated aspects of the past.

It is the Hhole ground of the

possibility of anticipation of the future or of any other consideration
of 'possibilities' "Ihich loon! large in importance in nearly all moral considerations.

According to Hume's stated first principles.

11

,·re could not

10So far as ..Ie knoH, the conceptual operations, 1<rherein reversion
is possible. are of negligible signifi_cance in II non-Ii vingll, Hinorganic ll
actual occasions. CPR 269)
llIn this discussion I refer to Section I, of Part I of the First
Book of the Treatise, Selby-Bigge ed.
.\

'
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have an idea of the present as projected into the future.

The only pos-

sibility he provides is that of 17novel relations" of previous ideas for
itlbicb 1{e do bave impressions.

The catch is, however, that his first prin-

ciples do not strictly justify these Hnovel relations fl of ideas; for "\-re
remember that Ilrelationsl: are ideas for Hume also and as such must have
their antecedent impressions.

It is bere suspected that these novel re-

lations arise in the mind in the same way as does the missing shade of
blue.
i1.1hichever type the derived conceptual feeling becomes; either
(~)

strictly derived from the physical recognition, or (6) derived from,

but w"ith some novel disparity -from, the conformal phase, it forms the
predicative pattern Hhicb is the datum for a predicative feeling (still
conceptual) derived from _it and entertained ill 9ontras.i

~

the confort"l1al

feeling (physical).
Tbe

ente~tainment

of· this contrast in a unity of feeling is ,"v-hat

v.mitehead calls a propositional feeling - a feeling of a hybrid entity.
tbe proposition.

It might be noted bere tbat propositions depend for their

existence upon their prehending subjects. - They are not self-created in
the sense that an actual entity is.
§~ction

2.

~lEes

Their unity is imposed.
of Propositions

Proposi tional feelings are classified into

t~vo

distinguishable

types according to wbetber tbe indicative feeling and the pbysical recognition are identical or different.

In the first case

He

have \-That are

called 'perceptive feelings' and in the latter case He bave 'imaginative
feelings'.

Perceptive feelings in turn may fall into one of three subdi-

visions Hhich shade off into one another depending on Hhether or not reversion or transr.lUtation have occurred in the derivation of the conceptual
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feeling from the conformal phase of the hybrid feeling.
(i) Direct alltheptic I?erceptive feelings arise iorhere there is no
reversion in the conceptual phase. . The predicative pattern arising in
the conceptllal phase (~) is derived directly from the physical recognition

(p).

There may still be varying degrees of valuation, aversion, adversion,

etc., but the datum of the conceptual feeling is restricted to the physical recognition.

There is no novel datum, i.e., datum not already felt

physically, in this type of propositional feeling.
si tion must be trlle.

This type of propo-

It is a feeling of }7hat is.

(ii) Indirect authenti.c I?.e,!ceR.tiE feelings arise >'There there is
no reversion but 1IThere there is transmutation in

th~

.d,erivation of the

originative (conceptual) phase from the conformal phase ·in the proposition~
12 .
al feeling. Transm:u tation
occurs, in the sense nOlor referred to, 1-Then
in accordance vri th conceptual valuation or conceptual reversion,

II • • •

the

proposition ascr.;Lbes to its logical subjects the physical enjoyment of a
nexus "ri th the definition of its predicate; Hhereas that predicate may
have only been enjoyed conceptually' by those logical subjects.

Unless

it is understood for "rha t i t is error arises. II (PR 40, 401)
. (iii) p'nau thent:i.,.c. perceptive f.e.£)..ings. occur in the si tua tion Hhere
there is reversion (6') in the derivation of the predicative feeling froln
the physical recognition.

The predicative pattern has incorporated eter-.

l2Transmutation may also occur in the folloHing l-lay: when in accordance I,rith conceptual valuation or conceptllal reversion, the prehending subject feels a multiplicity of individlla1 actllal occasions each qualified by the srune eternal object, the prehending subject may transmute
the mul tiplici ty into a unity felt as a single nexus qualified by the
same eternal object.(PR 40)
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nal objects diverse from those determinative of the definiteness of the
confoYillal phases.

The predicative pattern is not total1l diverse from

those eternal objects responsible for the particular definiteness· of the
conformal phases; but,because of the relational essences of those eternal
objects, it is possible Jor the prehending subject to entertain related
eternal objects Ylhich are not actually ingressed in the
Novel ty has been introduced.

conformCl~

phases.

tiThe predicate is thus distorted from the

truth by the subjectivity of the prehending subject.I!(PR 400)
calls this an example of IItied imaginationlt •

1ilhitehead

It is tied to the ultimate

fact of the logical subject because the physical feelings of the conformal
phase are identical.
Examples of. the most primitive kinds of perceptive feelings cannot readily be given for they do not involve consciousness.

Hovrever,' in

conscious perception, Hhich is of a higher level of integration of these
primitive types, one can cite examples that illustrate essentially what
is being said by

~'J'bi tehead

about this more fundamental level of experience.

Take the eX2.iilple of a stage-player.

The first mentioned above, direct

authentic perceptive feelings. liould be illustrated by a spectator's having a clear perception of the player and his surroundings on the stage before him.

An ex~~le

of indirect authentic perceptive feelings might

occur Hhere the spectator entered the playhouse and unexpectedly came upon
a player rehearsing a scene portraying anger.

The spectator might mistake

bis actions for real anger via transmutation.

Unauthentic perceptive feel-"

ings would be illustrated if the spectator happened to be a fellow player
entering rehearsal a little late and came upon a stagehand arranging props
and mistakenly identified the stagehand-as one of tbe players.
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In the case 'Ij>lhere the tl10 physical feelings of the conformal phase
are different. i.e., where the indicative
ni tion are

lli?1

feeli~g

and the physical recog-

identical. we no longer have ,perceptive feelings but imag-

inative feelings, one might say of the l!untied ll or free type.

Because of

the relative diversity beh1Teen the indicative feeling (0(,) and tbe pbysical
recogni tion (f3), the conceptual feeling (derived fromi1 ), and bence the
predicative pattern of the proposition, is no longer strictly tied to tbe
logical subject.
bet'iveen tbe
tive.

tHO

According to 'iVhi tebead II tbere is no absolute distinction
lr-inds of propos'i tional feelings,,- perceptive and imagina-

Depending on bow' mucb the indicative feeling and the physical re-

, cognition differ tbe amount of, tI free imagina tionll may be great or small.
In the case of imaginative fe'elings tbere mayor may not be reversion.
The proposition

may be true or false.

fl • • •

the proposition is felt as an

imaginative notion concerning its logical sUbjects.t:(PR 402-3)
Section 3.

The

No~ion

of Truth

In the foregoing there is frequent reference to
meaning Hill noVl be stated briefly.

~'truthH.

Its

In its primary 'and most fundamental

sense, the notion of truth requires the notion of a proposition - and in
the follo"dng way: It is always a proposition that is true or false.

And,

....-The 'truth of a proposition lies in its truth-relation to the nexus
which is its logical subject. A proposition is true vJben the nexus
,does in reality exemplify the pattern which is the predicate of the
proposition. Thus in the analysis of' the various component factors
involved the proposition, if true, seems to be identical vdth the
nexus. For there are the same actual occasions and the same eternal
objects involved. But in all analysis there is one supreme factor
't-Tbich is apt to be omitted" namely, the mode of togetherness. The
nexus includes the eternal object in the mode of realization. lihereas in the true proposition the togetherness of the nexus and the
eternal object belongs to the mode of abstract possibility. The
eternal object is then united to the nexus as a mere'predicate'.
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Tbus a nexus and a proposition belong to different categories of being. Their identification is mere nonsense.(Al 313-14)
A nexus is a plurality of actq,ali ties ';-rhereas, t!A proposition is
a notion about actualities, a suggestion, a theory, a supposition about
things • ... It is an extreme case (simple) of Appearance. II (PR 312-13)
(emphasis added)

Thus for ';mitehead, IlTruth is a qualification vlhich

applies to Appearance alone.

Reality is just itself, and it is nonsense

to ask wbetber it be true or false.
ance to Reality.
indirect. n (AI 309)
tion arises.

Truth is the conformation of Appear-

This conformation may be more or less, also direct or
And, 11 • • • 1'Ji thin any type of truth-relation a distinc;..

The Reality functions in the past, the Appearance is perceived

in tbe present. Ii (AI 317)

The Reality of the past refers to the actual ex-

perience of physical feelings of the 'logical subject '\"hicb are prehended
in the early phases of the propositional feeling.

The Appearance of the

present requires conceptual feelings in the later stages of the proposition
where consciousness may arise from a contrast beh·reen the conformal phase
and the conceptual feelings amplifying certain aspects and contrasting
1-li th certain aspects of the conformal feelings.

It· is not implied that

the Appearance is not real but the point in question is Hhether it is real
in the same sense in ,,,hich it is taken to be real, i. e., as really qualifying the logical subjects.
In later phases of integration ,,,here propositional feelings are
entertained in comparison 'I.Ji th the indica ti ve feelings, from \1'hich they
are in part derived, ,\'e find the origination of consciousness

13

(as the

subjecti ve form of I'Tbat Ifni tehead calls 'intellectual feelings f).

This

l3Thus we see that consciousness is essentially dependent upon
comparative feelings involving propositions.
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involves an 'affirmation-negation contrast'.
contrast betvl"een "what isf! and

II

It is consciousness of the

vlhat might bell.

The former is a Hay of

describing physical feelings of lithe Reality of the past" (the very proximate past in an early pbase of the more complex urii ty of the comparative
feeling); the latter is essentially referent to propositional (hybrid)
feelings of lithe Appearance of the presentTl as illuminated in consciousness.
This Appearance of the present ah,ays contains some partially indetel'lninate
aspects (indeterminate so far as theprebending subject is concerned).
These indeterminate aspects are conceptual in nature and as such concern
eternal objects -,;.rhich,. though

~hey

rE;tain for their :erehepding subject

some degree of potentiality or' indeterminateness as to their actual ingression, may l..eally be qualifying their logical subjects.

Hhether or not'

these eternal objects formative of the predicative pattern are really
qualifications of the logical subjects in the i-ray they l'Appearn to be,
determines vrhether or riot the prDposition is true.
Section 4.

Singular, General! and Universal .PropostJions

Returning nO"tV' to the more fundamental aspects of our discussion
we focus on the discrimination of propositions according to levels of
.

generality.

.

.

The preceding diagram may be helpful to keep some of the fore-

going distinctions in order and' in recognizable relation to one another.
According to I·rei tehead, and as already ID1sntioned, singular propositions
are taken to be the basic kind from which all· others are derived.

He

contrasts their definitions as folloi-Ts: !3ingular propositions are, "the
potentiality of an actual "Horld including a definite set of actual enti.ties
in a nexus or reactions involving the hypothetical ingression of a defi-·,
nite set of.eternal objects.!:

General propositions differ from singular
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proposi tions by the generalization of "one definite set of actual enti ties H
into

Il

any set belonging to a certain sort of sets".

Uni v:,epsal proposi.tions

differ from general propositions in that "the sort of setsll includes "all
sets .."Ii th potentiality for that nexus of reactions!!. (PR 282-3)
It is evident from the above that the level of generality of a
proposition concerns its logical subject.

Again referring to our schematic

representation of the development of proposi tions, ~-Je see possible

indica~

tions of 1>1here these propositional types may occur.
In perceptive propositional feelings,
(~)

~'There

the indicative feeling

and the physical recognition (~) are identical, the logical subjects

of the proposition are, as mentioned above, "tied n to the particularity
of the initial pbysical feelings (hence the term "conformal phase n ).

This

apparently puts some restriction on the level of generality accruing to
the logical subjects in sucb cases.
tions of

general~and universa~

Keeping in mind l'\.1hi tehead' s defini.:.···

propositions cited above, it seems as though

one is forced to acknowledge that universal propositions would not occur
on the strictly perceptive level.

Fo~ ife probably never' perceive "all

sets (of nexus) iuth potentiality for. (a certain) nexus of reactions T1 •
4
The question of Hhether general prOpO!?itionl occur on a strictly Eerceptive level seems .more difficult to ,answer.

1iJhether or not

Vie

percei ve Hany set belonging to a certain sort of sets", iv-hich is

ever
~Vhi tehead'

characterization of the level of generality required for the logical subject of a general proposition, may seem at best questionable.

14

HOifever,

Cf. I'lhi tehead' s discussion of a type of 'general' proposition
in Process and Reality. pp. 300-303.
'-,

s
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\fuitehead does not intend that his definitions of general and universal
propositions, as noted above, be rigidly adhered to as exhaustive of the
notion of generality.

For he says:

•.. In a proposition, the eternal object, in respect to its possibilities as a determinant of nexus, is restricted to (its) logical subjects.
The proposition may have the restricted generality of referring to gD..Y.
among these provided logical subjects; or it may have the singularity
of referring to the' complete set of provided logical subjects as potential relata each with its assigned status, in the complex pattern Hhich
is the. eternal object.

...

••• The set of logical subjects is ·either completely singled out as
these logical subjects in iris pattern Q£. it is collectively singled out as any of these logical subjects in this pattern £r as
~ of these logical subjects in ~ pattern. (PR 393-L~)
Upon exami.nation of propositional feelings

o~

the imaginative

type we see that si:r:-ce the indicative feeling (0(.) and the physical recognition

(~)

may differ in greater or lesser degree, the logical subject

is no longer utied" to the particularity of the physical indicative feelings.

This would seem

~o

be the most" obvious place to classify general
and universal propositions. lS For in such cases the logical subjects of

the propositions, for instance in the case of the statement of a physical
trlalv-rf , are not all physically felt but rather seem to be hypothetically
or imaginatively entertained.

This interpretation appears to be borne

out by itJbi tehead' s statement that:
~ •• If, in the comparison of an imaginative (propositional) feeling
"..-ith fact t·re merely kne~.J "t·rhat is and vihat i~ not, then 1;.Je should
have no basis for discovering the Hork of objectification in effectJ

15perceptive feelings of the IItied:1 imaginaT,J.ve type seem not to
be viable candidates for this classification for they involve, tla proposition imaginatively arrived at, Hhich concerns the nexus and 0isagrees
""lith the facts.tI(PR 412) (emphasis added)"

ing omissions frol11 the fonnal constitutions of things. It is this
additional kno1'Tledge of the compatibility of "I-That vJe ;i.m.agin~ vuth
uhat i'Je pbysically feel, that gives us tbis information. CPR L!19)
(emphasis added)
KnoHledge of this compatibility ,;vould seem to require a principle
of verification.

.And verification, anacti vi ty quite distinc t from tbe

expression of general or uni versal propositions, depends upon feelings
Hhich are

lI • • •

(i) perceptive, (ii) autbentic, and (iii) direct ••• n(PR 1+03)

From the above interpretation tbat general and universal propositions may be generally classified as !liraaginati vel! types, vIe should not
draH the converse inference by saying that imaginative propositions
be either general or universal ones.

~

It may be the case that hOHever much

the indicative feeling and the physical recognition differ J the features
of particularity and individuality may be preserved.

In the event that

this obtains a singular proposition would still result.
An interesting consequence of this interpretation (if

it

is cor-

rect) is that all logico-rnatbematical staltements or statements of a scientific nature that partake of either generality or univer9ality are-to be
16
classified as imaginative propositions.
Section 5.

Proposit~ons

and TlQualities n

\,[i th I'lbi tehead' s rejection of the substance-ontology, it would
seem that one' is led to ask ho'lv he purports to reinterpret the tradi tiona1
vieH of primary and secondary qualities.

This is a legitimate question

16Whitehead's detailed discussion of tbe theorem: !lone and one
make tHO" seems to substantiate this interpretation. See (PR 300-303),
also (sp 103).
Applying this interpretation to liE = mc 2",He may have an illustration of Einstein's statement that, "Imagination is more important than
knoHledge."
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because the rejection of the traditional concept of substance means a restatement of the notion of IIqualities inhering in a substance!!.

Hithout

entering upon a detailed discussion of the matter (vrhich Hould require a
volume in itself and which the Hriter is not prepared to offer), it may
be possible to indicate hOH Hhi tebeacP s metaphysical. scheme i'JOuld alter
the interpretation.
Following vlliitehead's procedure, it may be helpful to contrast
his vievJS

~:Ji th

those of the pre-Kantian European tradition.

The notion

of substance dominated much of the thought of Descartes and of Locke.
Nor is Hume free from the far-reaching influences of modes· of thinking
deri ved from earlier substance-ontologies.

An example

~]hi tehead

uses 't·Jill

serve to illustrate one side of the contrast.
Locke, ~-rri ting with a knoi-rledge of Newtonian dynamics, places
mass among the primary qualities of bodies. In short he elaborates
a theory ~f primary and seconda~Jquali~ies in accordance 'tdth the
state of physical science at the close of the seventeenth century.
The primary qualities are. the essential qualities of substances ·whose
spatio-temporal relations constitute nature. The orderliness of these
relationships constitute the order of nature. The occurrences of nature are in some way apprehended by minds, i'ihich are associated with
living bodies. Primarily, the mental apprehension is aroused by the
occurrences in certain parts of the correlated body, the occurrences
in the brain, for instance •. ,But the mind in apprehending also experiences sensations Hhich, properly speaking, are qualities·of the mind
alone. These sensations are projected by the mind so as. to clothe
appropriate bodies in external nature. Thus the bodies are perceived
as i·lith qualities Hhich in reality do not belong to them, qualities
vIhich in fact are purely the offspring of the mind. Thus nature gets
credit which should in truth be reserved for ourselves: the rose for
its scent: the nightingale for its song: the sun for its radiance.
The poets are entirely mistaken. They should address their lyrics
to themselves, and should turn them into odes of self-congratulation
on the excellency of the human mind. Nature is a dull affair, soundless, scentless, colourless; merely the hurrying of material, endlessly, meaninglessly.
HOI·rever you disguise it, this is the practical outcome of the
characteristic scientific philosophy vvhich closed the seventeenth
century.

-

,

And yet -- it is quite unbelievable. This conception of the universe is surely framed in terms of high abstractions, and the paradox only arises because He have mistaken our .abstractions for concrete
realities. (Sri!:'l 79-81)
Indeed "\u th Hbi tehead v s theory of propositions, coupled 'Hi th his
frequent vlarnings of the dangers of falling into the "Fallacy of Nisp1aced
Concretenessf!, 'He are presented vD. th a radically differing point of vieH".
l!J11i tehead' s is a realistic epistemology in the sense that perception has a definite 1in."k \d th the Hor1d external to tb e animal body.

This

'link' (a propositional feeling) as He have seen, has botb objective and
subjective aspects'and cannot be abstracted from either Hithout being re-

-

ductionistic.

The objective side

~wu1d

be closely identified

~,r.ith

conformal phase of the propo.si tion in so far as it conforms to what
tive1y

ll'

and the subjective side 1-Jould be identified vD.th the

the
0 bj ec-

or~ginative

phase of th~ proposition fonning the predicative pattern (possibly incorporating it into a comparative fee1in€?; leading to conscious perception).
And l-re remember that in a propositional feeling (where the exoeriepces

£!

qualities lull occur) the gro~n9 of the originative phase is the conformal
pbase of the

~

propositional. feeling.

The distinction bet-1;-reen objective and subjective aspects of experience is further indicated by tbe difference between objective and subjective species of eternal objects.
as

tI • • •

The former can only obtain ingression

an element in the definiteness of some objectified nexus ••• 1-Jbicb

is the datum of a (pbysical) fee1ing."(PR 4L~5)

It is solely as an agent

of objectification and never as an element in subjective form, and': •• "The
solidarity of the world rests upon the incurable objectivity of this species
of eternal object. II (PR

445-6)

Also they are referred to as lithe mathemati-

cal platonic formslT and as su.ch 1,rould be involved in spatial relations. (Ibid.)
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Members of the subjective species are primarily elements in the
subjective form of feeling.
or pains, and valuations.
tensities of feelings.

These \fould function in emotion, pleasures
But they also include fisense qualities!' as in-

The distinction from Locke, ho,\,"ever, Hould be that,

the intensities are prehended from other entities as intensities of physical energy. CPR [147)

The eternal object involved vJill function both sub-

jectively and relationally C~'Thereas the objective species fu.nction only
relationally).(PR

445-6)

For example, vredness,'may first be the definiteness of an emotion
iv-hich is a subjective form in the e:A"Perience of !; it then becomes an
agent 'tVhereby ! is objectified for li,l so that! is objectified in respect to its prehension I·Ji th this emotion. But! may be only one
occasion of a nexus, such that each of its members is objectified for
li by a prehension 1-lith an analogous subjective form. Then by the
operation of the category of transmutation, the nexus is objectified
for B as illustrated by the characteristic 'redness'. The nexus ~Jill
also be illustrated by its mathematical forms vrhicb are eternal objects
of the objective species.(PR 447)
Two observations are important for the present thesis.

One is

that in a propositional feeling the Ilpredicative patterntt may involve both
kinds of eternal objects or "qualities ll •
functioning

relation8~ly

The other is that both types in

are involved in feelings which are constitutive

of the prehending subject.

This leads to the theory of relations and its

bearing on the importance of propositions.
§ection 6. _.Proposi tions and The Theory of Relations
,

In our experiences in the Horld

,

'fie

must invariably come to the

conclusion that in so far as there ,is diversity, the diverse elements are
relate~.

No one

~lill

deny this ultimate fact.

A problem arises, hOHever,

vlhen 1fe attempt to describe hoi'r these relati6ns in fact are to be found.
The problem of relations can be treated on many levels of complexity but
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for our convenience ,,1e are here concerned ,vi th hio-termed relations and,
since ,ve are talking about the world and our experiences of it, Ife are at
present interested in actual concrete terms for our relations.
term Hinternall1 to refer to a relation "ifhicl1 is

~onsti tutiv~

ive use the

of an actual

. occasion, and the term tlexternall! to refer to a relation which is not internal to a given actual- occasion.

Given the above there are three fon" ..

mally possible ways' in Hhich tlfO actual occasions might be relatec;l.
use the folloHing diagram to represent the situation: 17

,

(1)

0<~

external-external or e .. e relations

(2)

~~
~

internal-internal or i-i relations

(3)

lve

external-internal or e-i relations

It is of paramount irgportance to understand \'Jhi tehead I s position
Hith respect to this problem.

First it might be noted that the adoption

of one or more of thes~ possibilities (usually tacitly) has historical
precedent

of great import.

The philosophies that have adopted the no-··

tion of "Substance!l ifhereby i t i s ,conceived as being uthat 1-Thich requires
nothing in order to be as it is n

,

1. e., as flexisting!l, are forced ultimately;

to adopt the first of these three types - the e-e relatio~ as holding between the constituent parts of the' 'YJOrld.

(A) and (B) are then interpreted

as substances and as such they individually can

~ exac~ly

as they are re-

gardless cif ivhat happens to everything else in the universe.

Hi ttgenstein' s

early philosophy is a paradigm example of a philosophy of this kind.

17

Here the (A) is not meant to indicate any kind of priority over
(B) sucb as temporal priority 'I-;hich is a separate consideration to l;Je,
dealt Hith later.
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The tradition of absolute idealism has at'times claimed the second
of these possibilities, the i-i relation 1, to be a characterization of the
ultimate connectedness in the universeo

F. H. Bradley and Professor Brand

Blanshard are notable exponents of this vie"io

According to this schema,

everything in the universe affects everything else in the universe wi thout exception.
Whiteheadts position is elaborated in his theory of feelings (including of course, propositional feelings).

For Hhitehead, f~elings are the

only actual 1inks between indiVidual existent entities.
are essentially of a vector character.
determinateness.

They are coming

!rora

Physical feelings

They always have direction and
something and going to sometbing.

The something from" i-J'hich they come is a perishing actual entity of the past
and the something to Hhicb they go is a becoming (prehending) actual entity
of the present.

~Jhi tehead

has opted I in his theory of feelings I for the

third possibility above - relations of the e-i type.
temporality of

~~tuih

The irreversible

things determines that the feeling relation between

actual occasions go in one direction only.(PR

363) This means that the

present Sill feel the past, mediately in the case of the distant past immediately in the case of the proxLmate past; and that it cannot feel the
present.

It might have felt anticipations of 'what the present is or of

Hhat it might have been but this anticipa.tory fee:ling vrould have been of
a potentiali t;z only (a conceptual feeling;:) and not of an actuali t..Y (a
physical feeling).
real,

in thou t

(PR 327)

The future neither feels nor is felt.

It is

TI • • •

merely

being ac tual; whereas the past is a nexus of actualities. II

The future is "merely real" because it is a "real possibility".
It is especially to be noted here that I'There actual relations of
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tbis kind are under consideration Iwi tebead is quite explicit about tbe
ontological status of tbe relations tbemselveso

nIt is to be remel'nbered

that just as tbe relations modify the natures of tbe relata, so tbe relata
modify tbe nature of tbe relation9
. It is a concrete fact

vn. tb

Tbe relationsbip is not a universal •

tbe S8.;"1le concreteness as tbe relata. II (AI '201)

Tbe relationsbip behreen Hbi teheadl t s tbeory of relations and his
tbeory of propositions is tben of central importance.

For constitutive

relations are not ahlays m..erelY. feelings of settled fact in the actual
't<TOrld of tbe prebending subject.

Eacb fact is embedded in a penumbra of

possibilities whicb, for prebending subjects of relatively complex types,
are prebended as predicates of propositions involving the physical feeling
of tbose settled facts as tbe logical subjects of tbe propositions.

The

process of feeling (being constituted by) propositions requires tbis tbeory
of relations, and not only effects decision but it also results in a lure
to furtber

feelin~.

It is in this role as a lure for feeling tbat propo-

si tions . are essentially concerned with contrast - contrast beh-reen what
is and what might be.

In its complex forms of integration, this contrast

(as affirmation-negation contrast) results in consciousness.

As

ioTe

have

mentioned before, propositions essentially involve valuation, and bere it
can be seen h01iT the constitutive function of relations in

~,rnitebead's

pbilosopby provides for tbe ac:.tualization of tbis value.

But tbis function

of relations does not exbaust tbe topic for \witehead.
Tbere is one situation wbich lflhitehead describes in terr..ns of e-e
relations.

It is the case of strict contemporaries.

It • • •

so far as phy-

sical relations are concerned, contemporary events happen in causal independence of each other.r:ePR 95)

"\·Jbitehead's emphasis on the .vIOrd "causal"

· 41
is explained by the fact that for him, "A simple physical feeling is em
~.

act of causation.H(PR 361)
A consequence of
what one experiences as

~'lhi tehead t
~limmediatetl

s definition of contemporaneity is that
in his actual VJor1d is not strictly

contemporary with him but lies in his very pro:A'imate past.

It is illumin-

ated and projected as immediate by perception in the mode of presentational
immediacy.

Of coUr-se the proximate past shares most of the characteristics

of the becoming present that is contemporaneous

,~.;ith

him anyway so that

i-Thich is presented in presentational im.rnediacy is for the most part quite
correct.
Finally, for t-Fni tehead, where
is

neve~,

aC,t.u,~l,

occ,asions are concerned there

an OCCUl rence of the second' type or'i':'i relation sho'Wn above. But
1

'''hen the notion of relatedness is extended to apply to the non-temporal
and non-'actual eternal objects, the i-i relation does apply.

Because of

their relational El,ssences, eternal objects are Illutually involved 'ton th each
other.

This invo1vment may be one of compatibility (as 1-nth ,'redness' and

'roundness') or one of incompatibility (as 1iLth 'squareness' and 'roundness'),
put nevertheless there

II invo1vment. It :Ls on the strength of his doc-..

trine a£: relations as it applies to eterna.1 objects and their employment
as
us,

~eneral

and universal terms in systematic thought that iiJhi tehead tells

"The systemization of kno~iLedge cannot be conducted in Hater-tight

compartments.

All general truths condition each otherj and the limits of

their application cannot be adequately defined apart from their correlation
by yet ~.Ji.der generalities.It(PR 15)
From the above we see t-lhitehead's doctrine of relations applying
to

t~ro

mutually exclusive ontological realms - the actual and the abstract.
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The distinction betl·;een the types of relations that can apply in either
case is likevJise divided into ti-JO mutually eXc:lusive kinds; on the one
hand e-i and e-e relations apply' only to the actual and on the other hand
i-i relations apply only to the abstract.
It is doubly important to notice this clear distinction in his
philosophy for it is to the confusing of such a distinction that 'hlhi tehe,ad attributes much of the confusion in traditional philosophic thought.
He gives us a cogent example:
~;~ng to the disastrous confusion, more especially by Hume, of
conceptual feelings ~1i th physical feelings, the truism that we can
only conc8i ve in tel'll1S of universals has been stretched to mean that
'V]e can only feel in terms of universals. This is untrue. Our perceptual feelings feel'particular eXistents ••• (PR 351)

·In his treatment of the theory of propositions

~7hitehead

makes a

very sharp distinction betiveen propositions (\-1hich are alHays true or false)
and judgments (which are correct, incorrect, or suspended).
may judge a

Pl~oposition

correct or incorrect.

Although one

as f1true il the judgment itself is not true; it is

1fuitehead defines' judgment" as lithe decision ad-

mitting a proposition into intellectual belief. "(PR 285)

Since 'intellec-

tual feelings' is Hhitehead's name for conscious (comparative) feelings,
it follo1"7s that jUdgments are always conscious judgments.(PR 292, 406)
Furthermore, 'Vlhitehead states that, tlthe doctrine here laid down is that,
in the realization of propositions, judgment is a very rare component,
and so is consciousness."(PR 281)

The primary significance of proposi-

tions is that they serve as lures for feeling.

In acting as lures. they

are elements in' 'dec'ision' which, though usually not conscious, effects
either adversion or aversion - valuation up or valuation dow-u.

The central

4.3
point is tbat judgments imply a bigher type of prehensive capacity on the
part of their subjects than do propositional feelings generally since
propositional feelings do not necessarily imply consciousness; but, lIcon_
scious perception is ••• the most primitive form of judgment.n(PR 245)"
As mentioned briefly above, there arise tHO possible cases in the
entertain.'11snt of a proposition.

It is ei tber conformal or non-conformal

'\oJith the facts (i.e •• the actual

~v-orld

true or false.

of a member of its locus) either

In tbis connection 'V-lhitehead makes tbe follO"t\ring apparently

strange statement: uIn the real world it is more important tbat a proposition be interesting tban tbat it be true. ft(PR 395-6)

This somewbat para-

dorical statement is made clear upon exami.nation of 'tv-bat bappens i·;rhen eitber
conformal or non-conformal propositions are admitted into feeling.

When

a conformal (true) proposition. is admitted into feeling there is merely
a recognition or taking account of
formation of feeling to fact

\4tb~

wbat~.

~fuitebead

calls it tbe

.j

con~

I

some attendant amplification or diminu-

"

tion of tbat feeling.

But I'Then a non-conformal (false) proposition is ad-

mitted into feeling there is an introduction of an awareness of tbe discrepancy beh-reen libat II and

~ mJ.gh~

be.

Tbis contrast takes the forril

of a comparative feeling between a propositional feeling and a feeling of

.?

~

tbe logical subjects from 1i1bicb it derives.

Propositions are "tales tbat

might be toldl! about tbeir logical subjects.

Here we. see the importance

of 'contrast' in tbe iwrld, for a novel entity has emerged.

~'lhitehead

..

calls this 8.1-Iareness tbe 'affirmation-negation contrastv and be tells us
that "tbe subjective form of tbe feeling of this contrast is consciousness. JI
(PR 407)
lfuenever

a~

feeling (including propositional feelings) is admitted

as partially constitutive of its prehending subject, decision bas occurred.
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Indeterminateness is made determinate.(PR 227)

.

18'

A judgment

. is a conscious

decision that 1l1,reakens or strengthens the deqision l-rhereby the judged proposi tion, as a constituent in the lure, is admitted as an efficient 'element in the

c~ncrescence,

in th the reinforcement of knol.vledge.

A judg-

ment is the critique of a lure for feeling. II (PR 294)
Under tpe topic of judgments there are furtber divisions.

h7hi te-

head ",wri tes:
,Judgments are divisible into ttro sorts. These are (i) intuitive
judgments and (ii) derivative judgments. In an intuitive judgment
the integration of the physical datum i-U th the proposition elicits
into feeling the full complex detail of tqe proposition in its comparison of identity,or diversity, ,in regard to the complex detail of
the physical datum. The intuitive judgment is the consciousness of
this complex detailed comparison involving identity and diversity.
Such a judgment is in its nature correct. For it is the consciousness of 1-rhat is.
In the derivative judgment the'integration' or the physical datum
with the proposition elicits into feeling the full complex detail of
the proposition, but does not elicit into feeling the, comparison of
this detail ~nth the complex detail of the physical fact. There is
some, comparison involving the remainder of the detail. But the subjective ·formOembraces the totality of the proposition, instead of
assuming a complex pattern '\-Thich discriminates behleen the compared'
and the uncompared components. In derivative judgments there can be
error. CPR 2 9 2 ) ' - ' '
Upon comparing the above 'l-uth itlhitehead's claim that there are
:.'

.

'

two kinds of comparative (conscious) feelings, intuitive jUdgments and
conscious perceptions, we notice that conscious perceptions must be the
..

';

same as derivative judgments.(PR 406)
.

by

~he

..

This interpretation is reinforced

,

statement above that derivative judgments (w-bich are conscious)

are the only kind of judgment that can admit error.

Conscious perception

also admits error \'lhen it involves perception in the mixed mode of sym-

18

Although it is not to our pUrpose to discuss it here, it should
be mentioned that i'lhi tehead allows for thiS important consideration of
sus ended judgments as well as for those of the "yes" arid Ilno" forms.
PR 412-13, 419)
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bolic reference - ",7hich is the usual case for conscious perception.

In-

deed, even though lVhitehead dravls the distinction betl.;reen them that he
does, some aspects of conscious perception even closely approach, the level
of sophistication required by

intuitiv~

judgment.

As he tells us, IlA con-

scious perception is a very simplified type of intuitive judgment; and a
direct affirmative intuftive judgment is a very sophisticated case of conscious perception. "CPR 417)
In his draT/Jing of the sharp distinction betHeen propositions and
judgments, Hhitehead says that his theory might be called a 'correspondence
theory' of the truth or falsity of propositions and a 'coherence theory'
of the correctness or incorrectness of judgmentso(PR

291) The proposition

mayor may not correspond to the facts and a judgment'may or may not point
to a coherence betvleen the entertain.rnent of a propositions and the

fe~ling

of those logical subjects from Vlhicb it derives.
Section 8~ . pyp!boJ.).s_~eference.
We remember that IVhitehead said that, taken in isolation from the
other, neither of the tHO pure modes of perception could lead to error
but that error (incorrectness), 1'Jhen it arises, arises in the act of symbolic reference.

Then it seems that, unless a judf;!1lent can occur without

perception in the mixed mode of symbolic reference. i.e., in one of the
Rure modes of either causal efficacy or presentational immediacy, (Vlhich
1;"ould seem to be ruled out by his statement that, Hcomplete ideal purity
of perceptive experience, "devbid of

~~y

symbolic reference, is in practice

unobtainable for either perceptive mode."CS 54»), judgments must be acts
included under the heading of symbolic reference.

And, conversely,

sinc~

symbolic reference al'\oJ'ax.s. involves consciousness, and consciousness ali'Jays
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involves judgment, symbolic reference must ¥.'Ha;:[s. involve judgment.
It seems a curious fact tbat (so far as the present Hriter can
determine) Hhitebead never made an attempt to integrate bis theories of
proposi tional-judgrrlental feelings and symbolic reference so that they
might mutually illuminate one another.
of

~

In fact even as late as

Adventure~

he mentions both in the same sentence "Ii thout further mentioning

their relatedness.

He says: liThe hlO conspicuous examples of the truth-

relation in human experience are afforded by propositions and ;=;ense-perception.lI(pp. 311-12) (emphasis mine) , Since, flwhen human experience is
-'.

in question, 'perception' almost alw"ays means 'perception in the mixed
mode of symbolic reference'll (PR 255-6), the fact that 1;rni tehead does not
relate these notions seems even more remarkable if one juxtaposes his ad-'
ditional statements that,

tI • • •

in experience consciousness arises by reason

of intellectual feelings, and· in proportion to the variety and intensity
of such feelings, II and that I1In an intellectual fe:eling the datum is the
generic contrast between a nexus of actual entities and a proposition with
its logical subjects members of the nexus.n(PR 407)
.

;

..

Perhaps the reason -Vfni tehead omits discussion of a relationship

betHeen the tuo theories might be found in his distinctionbet't-Teen the
hIO

Hays one can analyse an actual occasion of experience - 'genetic div-

ision' and 'coordinate division'.

flGenetic division is division of the

concrescencej coordinate division is division of the concrete. II (PR 433)
The genetic division of a concrescence is a division into phases
that concrescence.

~,Ii thin

The successive phases do not correspond to actual

temporal divisions because the occasion is a quantum of experience and
as such is atomic.

"Each phase in the genetic process presupposes the
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entire quantum, and so does each feeling in each phase.:r(PR 4]4)

Since

propositional feelings, and derivatively judgments, (Le., comparative
feelings inyolving propositional feelings) are in themselves ~hases of
of atomic actual occasions, the analysis o·f their successive phases of
integration (as He have shoi'm in the diagram) '\Vould correspond to I or be
included under, the heading of genetic

division~

Further, the type of

division we have elaborated in our discussion and analysis of propositions
seems not to be division of the coordinate type.

For, !I, •• it is only the

physical pole of the actual entity which is (coordinately) divisible~
The mental pole is incurably one. II (PR 4'36)

But the analysis "tole have en-

gaged in has sholm divisions vii thin the conceptual. (originative) phases of
.'

;"

.' ~

:

.,"

~

~

"

integration of the propositional feeling.

It seems then that the analysis

of propositional feelings, as tVhi tehead treats tbe problem, follo~vs along
lines of genetic rather than of coordinate division.
On the other hand, the fact that vmitehead ,says that propositions
EI,.g;z. or

E§.v:.

np,t. encounter judgment: seems to indicate a possible temporal
"

,,',

distinction bet-tveen the entertainment ,of a proposition as a lure for feeling and that proposition as partial datum for a

jud~nent.

If this is the

case then He have here coordinate division rather than genetic division
because of Whitehead's claims that:

-

Physical time makes its appearance in the 'coordinate' ~~alysis
of the 'satisfaction'. The actual entity is the enjoyment of acertain quantum of physical time. But the genetic process is not the
temporal succession: such a view is exactly \-That is denied by the
epochal theory of time.(PR 4]4)
. As further reason for believing that He are here dealing "t,u th a
temporal distinction, an example l'ioi tehead uses to illustrate the experience
of causal efficacy comes to mind.

In the example, a person is in a dark
,

.'
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room Ivhen suddenly the bright electric light is turned on causing him to
blink.

The lighV s flash is at least partly causally efficacious in its

effect on the person's bodily state.

Analogouslys a person is 'caused'

to retract his hand from a pain-inducing object before he is presentationally allare of Hhetber the object is hot or cold. (e.g. , tbe possible confusion bebleen I1hotll ice and hot objects.)

Here i'le have examples of co-

ordinate division (because of temporal distinctions) behreen the efficacious
experience and the affirmative judgment that Hhat is eJl.,,})erienced in the
presentational mode is a faithful presentation of 't-That is reall,x experienced.
Further grounds for affirming tbat there may be temporAl. (and therefore
coordinate) division betHeen propositional feelings and those same feelings
as judged, is offered by the similarity of ~mi tehead' s statements that: (i)

nIn an intellectual (judgmental) feeling the datum is the generic

£2..ntra~t

between a nexus of actual entities and a proposition witb its logical subjects members of -ebe nexus. II (PR 407), and (ii) IIA coordinate division is
... to be classed as a generic Q,2ntrast,.n(PR 437)(empbases added)
The relation between symbolic reference and propositions may be
even more directly dralvn by reference to coordinate division of the spatial element in respect to quanta,. that is in the extensive region
is the basis of the concrescence.
fications for the concrescence, and

~vhich

This basis provides possible objectit'·•••

the coordinate divisibility of the

satisfaction is the satisfaction considered in its relationship to the
divisibility of this region."(PR 435)
vJbitehead specifically relates propositions to this type of division by regarding them as one kind of component in a generic contrast (a
conscious perception).

Thus ••• "the tHO components of the contrast are,

~
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(i) the parent actual entity, and (ii) the proposition ,.;hich is the potentiality of that superject having

aris~n

from the physical standpoint of

the restricted sub-regione n(PR 437)" ,This w?-y of analyzing consCious perception is very

simil~tr

to the description of perception in the modes of

causal efficacy and presentational immediacy and of symbolic reference
relating the t\·10 id th respect to spatial location.
Should the above prove to be tenable points of comparison, it
would seem to be necessary to show in more detail hOI" the bro pure modes
of perception are related to the contrasted elements of judgmental feelings.

It is here put forward as a suggestion that causal efficacy be

identified

~dth

experience of the logical subjects as they are contrasted

vIi th their correlative propositional feeling in a judgment.

This i.;ould

be the conformal or physical phase of the comparative feeling i"rhich, in
the absence of the full compa17ison, 'VJould issue in the unconscious per"ception encountered when causal efficacy is regnant over presentational
immediacy.

It is also

suggest~d

that perception in the mode of presenta-

tional immediacy may be significantly compared to consciou.s ak-J"areness of
the propositional feeling (by itself) ,which is contrasted vIi th the logical
subjects under the mixed mode of symbolic reference (in judgment).

Paral-

leI to '\mi tehead' s analysis of the genesis of the several feelings involved in jlldgment i,e have the fol101,Iing:
The bonds of .causal efficacy arise from without us. They disclose
the character of the world from Hhich we issue, an inescapable condi tion round 'Hhich 'Vie shape ourselves. The bonds of presentational
immediacy arise froril 'I-."ithin us, and are subject to intensifications
and inhibitions and diversions according as we accept their challenge
or reject it.(S 58)
In the comparison drawn above it cannot immediately be supposed
that every judgment must be an act of symbolic reference though this may
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be the case.

Since symbolic reference is usually mentioned by

~fnitehead

as a mode of conscious perception, the tendency on the part of the reader
may be not only to leave it to that but even to restrict it to that meaning.

HOi,v-ever tit seems that '\rJhi tehead may not be quick to limit its range

of applicability in such a way.

As the folloivingpassage may serve to in-

dicate, his references to the hJ'O modes significantly overlap, if indeed
they are not identical i-Jith similar references to judgmental (comparative)
feelings.

For example:

'"
••• The respective roles
of the bm perceptive modes in experience
are aptly exemplified by the fact that all scientific observations
such as measurements, determinations of relative spatial position,
determinations of sense-data such as colours, sounds tastes, smells,
temperature feelings, touch feelings, etc., are made in the mode of
presentational immediacy; and that great care is exerted to keep
this mode pure, that is to say, devoid of symbolic reference to
causal efficacy. In this i-JaY accuracy is secured, in the sense that
the direct observation is purged of all inteypretation. On the
other hand all scientific theory is sta.ted in terms referring exclusively to the scheme of r~latedness, v-rhich, so far as it is observed,
involves the percepta in the pure mode of causal efficacy. It thus
stands out at once, that vrhat 1ve 1<lant to knoH about, from the point
of vie,,,," either of curiosity or of technology, chiefly resides in those
aspects of the Horld disclosed in causal efficacy: but that l;-rhat He
can distinctly register is chiefly to be found among the percepta in
the mode of presentational immediacy.(PR 257)

Certainly the foregoing discussion is not conclusive in its results,
but it may well point to a distinction in method "Thich "\mi tehead considered important enough to warrant leaving his othel'ivisE? vlell-developed theories of judgment and symboiic reference as separate and apparently unrelated as he did.
Section 9.

The Problem of Error

From the several brief references to error in

th~

foregoing it

may be noticed that there are two major areas iv-here Hhitehead treats the
notion of error.

They are: (i) propositional-judgmental feelings and
MILLS MEMORiAL LIBRARY
McMASTER UNIVERSITY.

(ii) symbolic reference.
~~ll

In respect to the former, o.ur first consideration

be the question as to what constitutes error in such cases.

This

consideration may be seen as some"Jbat problematic in that there is some
ambigui ty in "frJbi tehead t s expbsi tion as to ",rhether error may arise simply
from propositional feelings or whether judgmental feelings are required
as lirell in order for error to arise.
that judgmental feelings

~

It is a contention of this thesis

required in order that error occur.

contended for several reasons.

This is

One reason follows from conjoining our

previous interpretation of presentational immediacy, as consisting of the
conscious entertainment of propositional feelings devoid of judgment, I'D. th
Wnitehead's statement (previously noted) that

!! • • •

'iThile the tHO pure modes

are incapable of error, symbolic reference introduces this possibility.1l
(PR 225)

It "'iill be remembered. that, in our earlier interpretation, sym-

bolic reference 'Has identified as a species of judgmental feelings.

Pro;..

positions are al"t·:'G.Ys either true or f~se CPR 392), but in themselves are
nei ther correct nor incorrect.

tI • • •

Its

o~m

no business of a proposition •." (PR 394-5)
exclusively to

incorr~ctness

of judgment.

truth J or its o',m falsi ty t is

Error, it seems, then must refer
So error must arise either

"tvbere judgment affirms a false pr,?posi tion to be true, or
a true proposition its rightful status as true.
not in tbemselves introduce error for they

~ay

~'There

it denies

False propositions do
be

correctl~

judged as false.

Our experience seems to corroborate this interpretation, for where propositions function in their primary and most significant role, i.e., as
lures for feeling, rather than as data for judgments, we do not refer to
the entertain'Uent of such propositional feelings as erroneous.

For exam-

ple, in the statements of factually false propositions such 'as we find in
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fairy tales or in the theater 'He almost never refer to them as being
roneous but rather as entertaining.

er~

They are functioning as "lures for

feeling'; •
Our next consideration is of the falsity of propositions~
is of special importance to the present discussion because of

This

~fuitehead's

statement that the negative judgment is the height of mentality. (PR 245,417)
This seems to imply that the affirmative judgment rnay occur on a 10Her
level of mentality than that required for the negative judgment.

And .this

seems reasonable to suppose for unless a prehending entity had experience
of having erroneously affinned a false proposition, there seems no evident
,

,

reason to suppose that a judgmept o;f ,the nno-form" 'l'Jould ever occur in its
experience •.• This is a tenuous point but, if loJell-founded, 'toJould seem to
indicate that the very possibility of negative'judgments
previous experience of false propositions.

depe~ds

upon the

To judge a proposition as !a;t.s_e

(even though tha~ judgment may be erroneous) implies that the judging subject knOHS the meaning of falsity.

So the judgment of

f~lse

propositions

seems to be a more primitive ,possible source of error in the '\'Jorld than
is the judgment of true propositions.

It is for this reason that false

propositions are particularly imp?rtant for the discussion
There are several i,rays in which a proposition can be false.
ambiguity as to truth

~n

of·judgmen~s.

Falsi ty or

propositions .. arises in one or a combination of

the folloHing Hays:
(i) There may be transmutation in the derivation of the physical
recognition from the indicative feeling or in the derivation of the predicative pattern from the conformal phase.
ti·ro forms.

Transmutation may take one of

It may have the effect of allowing the prehending subject to

<fl
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feel as physical in the datum that '\<Thich is only conceptual in the datum.
(The example He noted - of an indirect autbentic perceptive feeling the mistaking of feigned ~~ger for real anger.)

'liiaS

Transmutation may also

have the effect of alloHing the subject to perceive a multiplicity as a
uni ty;

Tbis happens; for example~ upon 'l;rieHing a yello">-, page

red lines across it from a distance.

t·r.i., th

fine

The page would appear as solid orange.

Auditory sensation provides anotber conspicuous example.

Upon hearing the

high pipes on an organ He do not perceive any distinction within tbe eigb;.,
teen or so thousand cycles per second of the note presently sounded.
Transmutation may have fortunate or unfortunate effects in tbe process of
simplification.

It is essential to our very complex experiences tbat

translnutation play the role that it does for othenrise i-re could not accommodate tbe

be~dldering

(ii) There may be

complexity of detail in the world around us.
!?on~eF.tual

valuatiol1 - attenuation or diminution

of feeling derived from the physical pole.

As it is partly constitutive

of the predicative pattern, it is possible that error-producing distortion
may arise from this category,of expe~ence.

The discussion of unauthentic

perceptive feelings is 1:.Jhi tehead' s account of hOi.r this occurs.

Being

IlSI·rept off one's feet" by love, may be a very complex example of sucb
possible grounds for error.
(iii) Concentual reversion, tbat category of conceptual functioning most responsible for freedom and tbe creation of novelty, tbougb it
is the source of those characteristic:;; of' experience -;.Thich demarcate
higher species of life from the lower, is also responsible for 'much error.
IIError is the price 'He pay for progress. t1 (PR 284)

Undoubtedly, the imagi-

nation, via imae;inative feelings, often goes astray a.11d leads us to believe

'7

to be true that wbich is in fact fancy.

h\une provides us with a most com-

mon example '\-Then he cites hOI'! Hhen one repeatedly tells the same ima@;inatively exaggerated story be eventually begins to believe it bimself.
Returning nOlT to IIJbi tebead v s di'scussion of error in symbolic
reference vIe found tbat " ••• Hhile the hm pure perceptive modes are incapable of error, symbolic reference introduces this possibility."(PR

255)

Wbi tehead does not give a detailed account of hOI'! this error arises in
symbolic reference. except to say that error requires a syntbesis of experience in the tHO pure modes.' For symbolic reference to be even possible there must be elements of :i,.denti t,;y: bet1'leen the tl-JO pure modes (PR
0

255)

This 1vould seem to indicate tbat in order for error to occur, there must
be an element of

~tv~rsitx

or an element of i_denti t::l, present that is taken for an element of
The question then arises as
genesis.

~dentitL'

present that is taken for an element of

~o

~i versi t~l.~

1:7here _such an element of diversity has its

From the statement, above., that the bonds of causal efficacy,

arise from 'tvithout us, and the bonds of presentational immediacy arise
from 'tuthin, it would seem t,o be a safe conjecture to assume that the element of diversity is found in, the mode of presentational

i1~nediacy.

Indeed,

if the interpretation put fOl'1,rard in the last section be

c9rrect~ vIe

find

support for the present conjecture.

further, i;Thi tehead' s development of

propositional feelings then provides

~

coherent and detailed

e~~lanation

of ho'I'T symbolic reference can introduce error into the i-Jorld.
Probably the most important result of Hhitehead~s analysis of
error in judgmental feelings, and in symbolic reference, Hould seem to
be the remarkable clarity i·J.i. th Hhich he has 'sho'lm that,ll •.. error arises
by reason of operations 1<Jhich lie beloH consciousness, though they may
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emerge into consciousness and lie open for criticism.1!

19

(PR

415)

That they may be available for reflective criticism lv-hich may, in
turn, condition future actions, vlOuld seem to form the basis for any discussion of responsibility.

The implications of this doctrine for the con-

sideration of moral and legal jUdgments .must be considerable but i>1e must
forego the invitation it presents.

G

.

',,',

19

Although it is these subconscious operations which make error
possible, they do not, in themselves, produce error. fl • • • error is the
mark of the higher organisms .•• II , and requires sytilbolic reference (or,
if vTe interpret correctly, judp:ment). (PR 256)

III

CONCLUSION
Se.c.tion 1.

Tbe

Sign~_S,~.cance

of Propositions,

As vJhi tehead points out several times in his later writings ,: the
usual practice of handing :the 'Hbole subject of propositions over to .logicians in order that they may apply their rigid true-false dichotomy, has
almost totally eclipsed their more fundamental metaphysical

signif~cance.

As He have learned, their fundamental and more common (not to mention important) occurrence is as a lure-for feeling.

And,

n •••

in tbe realization

of propositions, 'jud§,'1'l1ent' is a very rare component, 'and so is
ness,.nePR 281)

f

conscious-

Not only is the actual trnth or falsity of a proposition

of comparatively infrequent concern to its prehending subject; He have
found that false propositions' are generally much more significant to it
than are the true variety.
f

They provide the ve17 possibility for the

affirmation-negation contrast' t1hich, in turn, is a requisite for con--,

sciousne'ss. Furthermore f false propo si tions count very heavily in most
20
forms of aesthetic appreCiation.
The importance of the affirmationnegation contrast can hardly be over-estimated, for lin. thout it, the ongoingness of the Horld Hould be mere conformation to the past and "efficient causation Hould reign supreme l1 •
Because of the central position afforded the ontological prinCiple
20

The reader Hill find an excellent discussion of the relevance
of all types of propositions for aesthetic appreciation in Donald W. Sher~
burne 1 s A ~T(]i teheadian Aestheti...£.
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('ltJbicb states tbat actual entities are tbe only

rL~as.ons

and tbe o.nl'y nlaces

in tbe "mrld), tbe wbole set of problems posed for us in E?,P.istemoloKY. are
seen as essentia.lly ontological in nature o

Tbis means tbat propositions

get their significance from their ontological status.(PR 223)
The question of truth or falsity of propositions must al-vrays presuppose tbe notions of relatedness and togetherness. Trie must anSvleI' the
question: How are propositions related tOi or together "\.Ji.tb the rest of the
world such tbat the facts make them either trne or false? ' For

~~itebead,

••• (it) is a togetherness of the component elements in the individual
experience. This 'togetherness§ bas tbat special peculiar meaning of
'togetberness in experience'. It is a.togetherness of its OvITl kind,
eA~licable by reference to notbing else.
FUrthermore,
,

The consideration of experiential togetherness raises the final
metaphysical question: Hhether there is any otber meaning of 'togetberness~
The denial of any alternative meaning, that is to say, of
any meaning not abstracted from the e~~eriential meaning, is the
'subjectivist' doctrine. This reforriled version of the subjectivist
doctrine is the doctrine of the philosophy of organism.
Tbe contrary doctrine, that there is a'togetherness' not derivable from experiential togetherness, leads to the disjunction of tbe
components of subjective experience from the community of the external VJOrld. This disjunction creates the insuTInountable difficulty
for epistemology. . For intuitive judgment is concerned 1-D. th a togetherness in experience, and tbere is no bridge betv,reen togetherness in
experience, and togetherness of the non-experiential sort.(PR 288-9)
Indeed, Hbi tehead anSI-reI's

this "final metaphysical question" by

his adoption of the "reformed version ll of the subjectivist principle and
by his development of a metaphysics Hhich is both consistent Ttr.i.. tb ~and an
21
exemplification of tbis:principle.
His theory of propositions is the.
necessary outcome of his attempt to solve the problem of the truth and
21

.

. . See part II, Cbapter VII of Process_ and Reality, especially pp.
239 and 252 for t'1hi tebead f s treatment of the "reformed subjectivist principle!]

falsi ty of propositions consistently i-Ii tbin tbe principles wbicb he considers a philosophy tbat is adequate to our total experience is forced
to accept.

~'rith

the combined force of the ontological principle and the

subjectivist principle it is clear \'Ihy Hhitehead says that
tbe

e~)eriences

apart froDl

1I • • •

of subjects there is nothing, nothing, nothing, bare

nothingness.n(PR 254)
The implications of this doctrine are far-reaching and
fully developed in tbe present ,,,ork.

~annot

be

H01,rever, it is possible to indicate

briefly hID important results of h'hi tehead f s thought iv-hich, if taken Hi tb
tbe seriOUsness tbey deserve, Hould be of considerable importance for
current philosophy and the social sciences.
Aestbet~c

Order aqd

,-

L~cal Orde~

In the philosophy__.of organism, the aesthetic order is more fundamental to experience than is the logical order.

HOHever, mucb current

philosophy seems to be primarily concerned 'tori th logical order and only
0

derivatively I-rith aestbetic order.

In fact aestbetic considerations are

all too often relegated to the dubious position of being
duct of man's' conceptusll functioning.

ppll~l~

the pro-

.And because of an implicit denial

of the reformed subjectivist principle, aesthetic l'order ll is then seen
as merely subjective and bence not baving tbe objective import promised
by the logical order.

FeW' people seem to 't-rant to deny that f!Logic pervades

the i'Jorld ll , but curiously, Dlany seem to 1'rant to deny tbat, aesthetic order
also pervades the 't"orld.'
In the . philosopby of organism, the subjective.-objective dichotomy
')

(as it is stated above), uhich seems to be the center-post of the viet"
Hhich holds aesthetic order to be m.erely subjective, is denied.

The
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distinction is one of reason and requires higb abstraction.
obtain in fact.

It does not

One never has knoHledge or experience of any kind tbat

is 1',fholly confined to either 'side of such a dichotomy.
Also J h1'}}itehead' s pbilosophy 'clearly indicates that in the order
of experiential aHareness, aesthetic order holds primacy over logical
del'.

01'-

Tbe former is present in all experience, but tbe latter only gains

prominence in the highly integrated stages of intellectual feelings.

It

is true that botb types are requireq !£r all experience but as regards
tbeir' pccurt'.ence in subjective immediacy 11 aesthetic order is by far tbe
more fundamentai type.
Tbe Fact-Value

Di~botomy

Closely related to the above is .. lmi tehead' s denial of tbe current
notion tbat tbere can be a legitimate dichotomy between fact and value •
./'

The vieI-J is commonly held among social scientists tbat such a dichotomy
has actual ontological significance, th?ot is, tbat facts are only facts
and that valuation is somebo'l-l 'superimposed on tbe facts, is external to
them, and does not cbange tbe facts tbemselves.

FUrtber, it is held that

facts are essentially a-valuational in nature, that is, that they are
neutral

neitber good nor bad in tbemselves.
From tbese considerations and from the implicit metaphysics un-

derlying tbem, it is then affirmed that the facts are objectively there
and devoid of subjectivity, Hhereas valuation is seen as a purely subjective
operation.

In addition, the term "subjective", T:Tben applied to a judgment,

usually carries I·d. th ita deprecati ve connotation; the reason being perhaps
because the possibility of error arises in subjectivity.

HOHever, in try-

ing to avoid tbe possibility of error, which does seem to be of subjective
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origin, the tlscientistlV seems to loJant to exclude. all subjectively originative fu.nctions in such fashion as to imply that the ideal scientific researcher vJOll.ld be a completely" passive collection point for "objecti ve l1
data.
From our examination of his theory of propositions it is perhaps
some1,rhat evident to the reader ho",,; ltJhi tehead vJOl1ld ans';<rer to the affirmation of su.ch a fact-value dichotomy.

Nevertheless, it may be helpful to

an understanding of Itfni tehead f s position \d th respect to
of the 'Horld fl to ew.phasize

bOH

~Iordinary

affairs

his philosophy relates to this kind of vieVl.

The notion of a nfact ll seems to be at issu'e here.

For the beha-v-

ioristically inclined social scientist, who I'Tould :insist that scientific
evidence be empirically verifiable, the ll.l timate appeal in an ideological
conflict tends to be to the !_'factsli.

As noted above, these "facts!! are

all too often seen as neutral ?-n themselves so far as valuation is concerned.

And it is frequently considered necessary to the maintenance of

IItrue!! scientific method to approach these rlneutral facts!! in such a "t·my
as not to contaminate their Ho1?jectivityl! by the introduction of any personal evaluation.

The more sopbisticated behaviorist may admit that ideal

purity in this pursuit is probably in practice unattainable hut-nonetheless
such is held up as his theoretic ideal.

Tbe fact that this ideal may be

D...Ylattainable does not w-eaken his hold upon it, it rather serves to convince
him of his high (and therefore, certaill~y Horthy) aims.
Let us nOH examine uhat lrnitehead and the behaviorist each mean
by "factsll.

Taking an example from recent i-rorld history, He may consider

the current Viet Nahm vIar - in particular, the controversial bombing of
the northern part of that country.

Admittedly there are facts to be con-

tended i\rith in this case but hOH those facts are viewed' by some "scientific ll
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mentalities on the one hand, and by an adherent of the philosophy of organisrn on the other, yeilds quite different results.

The Hscientific H

vieW" is quite frequently to be encountered via our ne1-TS media where accuracy of statement is highly valued.

~ve

find such facts expressed as the

"body_countll (for both sides) t the targets of recent bombing raids, some
expert statement of the ideological elements involved in the conflict, etc.
These and many more of a similar nature are the IIfact s Tl to which one must
appeal in order to make a subsequent (and independent) eValuation of 'the
si tuation in question.

Hhi tehead' s theory of propositions, 1'.r.i. th i ts

ac~

companying vieH' of language, (mentioned in the early part of this paper)
~1Ould

indicate the folloHing sharply divergent point, of viei';:

A fact is

experi'enced, for Hhitehead, as a correctly judged proposition.
po si tion may be direct or indire,ct so long as it 1. s authentic
to the diagrmns).

The pro('(oJe

refer

And it may be a conscious perception or an instance

.

of the more complex
intuitive jud~Qent (which is also conscious).
,

the central point to be made
clear disagreement

~d th

h~re

~fuitehead's

is that

But

philosophy is in

the view that such facts can be adequately ex-

pressed in language in the Hay the social scientist is prone to assu..rne
'tV'hen he says, "Let us consider the facts""

For 1'1hitehead, the

S:rE.

of

fact cited via language and our ne1;'lS media is acceptable as factual in
that it certainly has factual content.

But it is a simplification of,

and for that reason, a distortion of, the living, organic state of affairs
vThich qualifies it, and Hhich, in turn, is qualified by it.
"neutral factsIT are high abstractions from concrete affairs.

Such so-called
lfni tehead

'twuld insist on changing the scientist's appeal, IlLet us consider the factsTl
to rrLet us consider

~

21 the facts".

The living horror of an actual
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bombing-scene is effectively bracketed out.

"ifnat lmitehead's theol'Y of

propositions indicates is that in tbe attempt to state tbe Ilfacts" objectively in language wbat bappens is that tbe efficacity of the factual
referent of the statement is left bebind in tbe concrete state of affa..i.rs.
Tbis accounts for the apparent neutrality of sucb stated facts.

But just

because no pAI'~cicular ,efficacity, is indicated in the language as follow'ing from the specified aspects of tbe concrete state of affairs,
not then validly to assume that
~lliitebead,

~

will f,ollou from it.

everx fact is an' efficacious fact.

VIe

are

Indeed, for

\

Tbis, as construed in his

complete metaphysical scheme, is a direct denial of the asserted existence
of lIneutral,factsti.

Fort in the first place for Hhitehead, every fact is

about an actual (or once actual) logical subject vrhich, because of the
ontological principle, is (or ~'ias) an actual entity or nexus of actual
entities.

This status of being actual as applied to logical subjects in-

volves valuation.

\v'hitehead vJ1'ites:

••• Each actuality is essentially bipolar, physical and mental, and
the pbysical inheritance is eventua+ly accompanied by a conceptual
reaction partly conformed to J . and partly introductory of, a novel
contrast. but ahrays introducing emphasis, Valuation, and purpose.
(PR 165)
Furthermore, the efficacity of every fact involves the furtber
fact tbat it effect

somet~.

Again, because of the ontological prin-

ciple t tbat somethim: is an actual entity or nexus of actual entities
Hhicb 'I·rill

al~·rays

involve valuation.

Tbe tbeoretic ideal of tbe scientist ,;,rho is interested in obtaining statements of objectively neutral facts, breaks dOt'll even further
,',

upon the realization tbat the particular catalog of tlfacts!l at bis disposal bas been selected from tbe infinite 'iTel tel' of sucb aspects as inight

'.

have been so selected from the concrete situation.

This in itself indi-

cates an appeal to an

c~rtain

evaluativ~

criterion by which

the situation are seen as llthe facts".

aspects of

But even further than tbis, even

among tbose facts so selected, it is invariably presupposed that some are
~ ~orta:rr~

tban otbers, Le., tbat some

~ ~

difference than others.

This is an implicit affirmation of the efficacity of facts.
l'his discussion of h'hitehead' s

~epudiation

of the notion of "neu-

tral factsl! requires bis 1-1hole metaphysical vie"H for its support.

And

tbis repudiation must be seen as a larger, more encompassing, repudiation
of tbe doctrine of 'vacuous actua:)..ity'.

IITbe term 'vacuous actuality' here

,

means tbe notion of a

~ ~

devoid of

pudiation is fundamental for tbe
vIe

org~c

subjecti~e

immediacy.

pbilosopby ••• n(PR 43)

Tbis reFor, as

bave seen, bis tbeory of propositions, Hbicb denies tbe doctrine of
~.

'-

'. '

'.

...;.

neutral facts, and bis affirmation of the subjectivist and ontological

-

principles, I'Thich together deny the doctrine of vaCUOL1S actuality, mutually
require one another.
An additional and very important point to consider is that

1;..Jhite~

bead's tbeory of propositions, th9ugh it admits of finite trutbs, TIIUSt
also be seen in a holistic light,(and these are compatible notions); for,
The point is that every proposition refers to a Qniverse exbibit·ing some general systematic metaphysical character. Apart from tbis
background, the separate entities 1-ihich go to form the proposition,
and the proposition as a l-1hole, are ~,lithout determinate character.
:Nothing has been defined, because every definite entity requires a
systematic universe to supply its requisite status. Thus every proposition proposing a fact must, in its complete analysis, propose
the general character of the universe required for that fact. There
are no self-contained facts, floating in non-entity.(PR 17)
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Section 2.

A General

Qual.if.iS~\£g

The metaphysical grounds 't\Thich at once point to and give reason
for

~fuitehead7s

general mistrust of language as being adequate to the

expression of a proposition bave nOH to be stated.

It remains to in-

quire hO';'7 this mistrust, if Hell-founded, should affect
tion of his general theory.

0\11'

considera-

This question seems to be a legitimate

one since the theory of propositions, as Hell as our discussion of it,
are' then qualified by the .liini tations of the -language' in '\-Thich' they are
expressed.
The radical nature of the qualification vie are nOvI considering is
perhaps best expressed by ifuitehead himself.
essay titled

Il

It is indicated in an

Immo rtali ty" Hhich is, the text of his last public lec-

ture - delivered on April 22, 191.J..l
These Here his last public

1i1O~ds

~t

The Harvard Divinity School.

to us.

-

••• There Gis not a sentence, or a Hard t ~dth a mea..'1ing ,·rhich is
independent of the circumstances under 1'Thich it is uttered. The
essence of unscholarly thought consists in a neglect of this truth.
Also it is equally the essence of common sense to neglect these
differences of background Hhen they are irrelevant to the ~mmediate
purpose. 11y point is tbat He cannot rely upon any adequate explicit analysis.
'The conclusion is that logic, conceived as an adequate analysis·of the advance of thought, is a fake. It is a superb. instrument, but it requires a background of common sense •
•• •
~ •• the final outlook of philosophic thought cannot be based upon
the exact statements Hhich form the basis of special sciences.
The exactness is a fake.

i,

'
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